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EBACE 2017 highlights 
bizav upswing in Europe
by Kerry Lynch

This year’s EBACE marked an optimism 
that the industry is turning a corner in 
Europe as manufacturers debuted new air-
craft models at a full-capacity static dis-
play, attendance appeared on the upswing, 
and the exhibit floor exceeded expectations.

“I am enormously pleased with the 
way EBACE has come off this year. The 
crowds and exhibits are strong and we met 
the challenge of moving the static dis-
play,” said Ed Bolen, president and CEO 
of EBACE co-host NBAA. “The show 
has had a very positive vibe.”

Fifty-nine aircraft arrived at EBACE, 
including a number of  first-time visi-
tors to the tarmac such as the Cessna 
Citation Longitude, Piper M600, Cirrus 
SF50 Vision Jet and Nextant G90XT. The 
static display was moved to a new location 
as a result of ongoing construction at host 
Geneva International Airport; NBAA and 
co-host EBAA arranged for convenient 
shuttle buses to the display ramp.

Meanwhile, 413 exhibitors brought 
new and innovative displays such as a 

FBOs New Aircraft Manufacturing Flight Safety ATC Modernization

European FBO Excellence
Several FBOs earned top ranks in sister 
publication Aviation International News’ 
annual reader survey: Farnborough, 
Stansted, Geneva and Sardinia.  Page 8

Longitude Logs First EU Customer
The Citation Longitude scored its first EU 
customer with a planned 2018 delivery to 
Czech-based Travel Service, which operates 
four Citation Sovereigns.  Page 12

Advancing The Avanti?
Piaggio’s CEO is emphasizing the 
P.180 Avanti Evo while concentrating 
on customer service—and maybe a 
new aircraft model.  Page 17

Upset Training
A recent Challenger 604 upset event on 
encountering an A380’s wake over the 
Arabian Sea highlights the need for flight 
crew upset recovery training.  Page 18

Controlling The Remote
London City Airport will be the first UK site 
to deploy a remote air traffic control tower, 
beginning in 2019. Controllers will be some  
80 miles away.  Page 20
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STRONG, POSITIVE EBACE 2017
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen said he is “enormously pleased” 
with this year’s event while EBAA’s CEO Brandon Mitchener called 
it a “great showcase” for the industry’s “close-knit community.”

THE BEST KEPT SECRET AT EBACE
Ruag is very tight-lipped about what is experienced inside this pod at its  
booth (L46). The company only tells attendees that it involves “living in the sky.”
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GKN Aerospace completions 
unit branded ‘Fokker Techniek’
by Mark Phelps

As of June 1, Fokker VIP completions 
will be marketed and performed under 
the auspices of a newly branded entity 
known as Fokker Techniek. The new 
entity represents a rebranding effort 
and will remain a division of GKN 
Aerospace, which purchased all Fokker 
business units in 2015. Fokker Techniek 
will be led by long-time GKN execu-
tive Jeff Armitage, who becomes the 
managing director, and chief commer-
cial officer Shaun Collins, who joins the 
company from SR Technics and has two 
decades of VIP completions experience 
in the Middle East.

“People knew that Fokker did VIP 
completions, but because of all the other 
component and manufacturing elements 
of the company that were integrated into 
GKN, it wasn’t always clear,” Collins 

told AIN. He said the key message is that 
this is “no divorce,” just a refocusing of 
the role of the VIP completions activity.

Fokker Techniek represents the seg-
ment of the company that has special-
ized in VIP bizliner completions—ACJs 
and BBJs—and will continue to focus on 
that market. But Collins said the com-
pany would keep an open mind for other 
platforms, larger or smaller. Otherwise, 
little will change, though he did say that 
Fokker Techniek corporate and sales 
offices will be consolidated under one 
roof at the headquarters, located at the 
Business Park Aviolanda, in the munici-
pality of Woensdrecht, The Netherlands.

Fokker Techniek will be a full service 
provider for Boeing 737, Airbus A320 
and legacy Fokker airframes. Besides 
VIP completions, it also specializes in 

structural repairs (corrosion, tail strikes, 
hail damage), winglet installations, and 
aircraft upgrades and modifications.

Armitage said, “It is a privilege for me 
to lead Fokker Techniek and bring the 
company to the next level with a clear 
strategic direction.” o
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GKN chief commercial officer Shaun Collins is all 
smiles after announcing his company’s new unit.

FLAIRJET TO MANAGE 
SURF AIR EUROPE’S 

PHENOM 300

FlairJet, the UK-based air-
craft management company, 
has inked an agreement to 
manage Surf Air Europe’s first 
Embraer Phenom 300. The 
twinjet will go into service 
next month and be operated 
by FlairJet.

“I am excited to forge 
this partnership with FlairJet, 
given that our business 
objectives to further expand 
European operations on both 
fronts align significantly,” said 
Surf Air Europe CEO Simon 
Talling-Smith. “This is an 
important move as we work 
to expand our footprint glob-
ally and bring our successful 
[all-you-can-fly membership 
charter] product from the U.S. 
to new members in the grow-
ing intra-European business 
travel market.”

In the seven years since 
it was established in 2009, 
FlairJet has accepted 13 
Embraer Phenoms into its 
fleet and paved the way for 
commercial operations with 
the Phenom 100 and 300 in 
Europe. FlairJet and parent 
company Flexjet Ltd. man-
age a broad range of business 
jets that are operated under 
FlairJet’s AOC or through 
Part-NCC operations. In addi-
tion, FlairJet has managed 
the acquisition, acceptance 
and delivery of more than 25 
Embraer business jets. —C.T.

Comlux to manage and operate 
VIP 777 for Crystal AirCruises
by James Wynbrandt

Comlux Aviation and Crystal AirCruises 
announced here at EBACE that Fly Comlux, 
the group’s executive airline division, will 
manage and operate Crystal’s Boeing 777-
200LR, which is currently undergoing com-
pletion at Comlux America, the group’s U.S. 
completion center. The executive-configured 
airliner is scheduled to enter service this fall 
and Comlux will operate the aircraft under 
an Aruba registration.

“It was an easy search” for an opera-
tor, said Richard Ziskind, v-p and manag-
ing director, Crystal AirCruises. “Comlux is 
a fantastic group to manage the aircraft. The 
support they give is second to none, and hav-
ing the aircraft registered in Aruba is a dream 
come true for us.”

Comlux (Booth V96) is “fully commit-
ted to providing the best service to Crystal 

AirCruises and their VIP customers,” said 
Richard Gaona, chairman and CEO of 
the Zurich-based group. “Our operational 
teams are already working together with 
their counterparts at Crystal AirCruises, 
in order to prepare for the first Crystal 
AirCruises flight.”

The aircraft has 88 lie-flat seats, a lounge/
bar area that seats 26, and extra large 
lavs. Onboard service will be provided by 
Sky Butlers, trained to high service stan-
dards. Comlux will make the aircraft avail-
able for charter when not in use for Crystal 
AirCruises luxury tours.

BBJ president Greg Laxton said he was 
“confident the airplane will serve very well 
with its 9,000 miles of range,” and he added 
that Boeing is “ecstatic to be associated with 
these two great companies.” o

Celebrating the management and operating agreement for the Crystal AirCruises Boeing 777 are (l to r): Edwin 
F. Kelly, director, Aruba Department of Civil Aviation; Greg Laxton, president, Boeing Business Jets; Jorge 
Colindres Marinakis, chairman and founder, The Registry of Aruba; Richard Ziskind, vp and managing director, 
Crystal AirCruises; Richard Gaona, chairman and CEO, Comlux; and Andrea Zanetto, CEO, Fly Comlux.
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route like PRnav in Europe and RNP 
[required navigation performance], which 
is part of the PBN initiative. Every major 
software change we’ve had increased the 
capability and support for the latest PBN 
requirements.” This enables those aircraft 
properly equipped for the new capabili-
ties to realize, he said, “a vast improve-
ment in how they fly their aircraft and the 
overall efficiency and capability of what 
they can do.”

Garmin
Pilots flying with Garmin integrated 
flight decks, especially the G3000/
G5000 systems in many late-model jets, 
have access to graphical displays of  effi-
ciency. For example, range rings give an 
instant view of  available range at cur-
rent power settings. And the vertical 
situation display shows wind informa-
tion delivered via Sirius XM, Garmin 
Connext via Iridium satcom or ADS-B 
in, helping pilots pick the best altitude 
while en route.

Garmin-equipped aircraft can also 
take advantage of PBN RNP procedures, 
according to avionics product manager 
Bill Stone. “PBN is much more accurate 
than ground-based navigation,” he said, 
“and it allows more efficient sequencing 
and fewer holds. This directly addresses 
the efficiency issue and reduces emissions, 
track miles and fuel burn.”

ADS-B in capabilities, while not 
mandated, will become ubiquitous as 
the world’s ANSPs incorporate ADS-B. 
“This lets ATC reduce separation,” Stone 
said. “There is technology coming, espe-
cially in larger aircraft, such as interval 
management and in-trail procedures. 
We’re doing research on that. For both 
ADS-B and PBN, the real efficiencies are 
realized when the majority of operators 
are appropriately equipped.”

Esterline CMC 
Esterline CMC’s FMS products are tar-
geted primarily at the air transport mar-
ket, although the company is seeking 
opportunities in business aviation. CMC 
FMSs feature a performance-Vnav func-
tion that offers operators an index of the 
optimal path for fuel efficiency or speed. 
In the next few years, more aircraft will 
employ the time-based element to allow 
ATC to manage reduced traffic sepa-
ration and time-based traffic flow. “It 
really helps with planning,” said Tarek 
Savanekh, production marketing man-
ager for navigation and integrated sys-
tems. “If  you know a bunch of  aircraft 
can enter the airway at this particular 
time, it helps.” 

The Sukhoi Superjet is already 
equipped with a CMC FMS with PBN 
functionality, and CMC is upgrading Air 
Transat A310s with the same capability, as 

well as Canadian military Airbuses. 
In the business aviation market, the 

opportunity is for upgrading older air-
planes with CMC’s FMS. “Our FMS is 
federated,” he said, meaning it can be 
more easily installed in older jets without 
highly integrated flight decks.

GE Aviation
Some 12,000 GE Aviation FMSs are 
flying, primarily in Boeing and Air-
bus airliners but also in military air-
craft. To help its customers improve 
efficiency, GE, in conjunction with its 
work with the FAA on the Continuous 
Lower Energy Emissions and Noise 
(Cleen) program, is developing ways 
to extract the best performance from 
a specific aircraft. “If  you look at the 
way we’ve typically managed perfor-
mance,” said Gary Thelen, FMS soft-
ware product manager, “it’s around 
establishing fixed models for aircraft 
and putting in fixed factors in the FMS 
to simplify it. But this leads to mak-
ing assumptions for the total fleet of 
that aircraft and how it’s going to oper-
ate. If  we can come up with a way to 
dynamically change the performance 
of  an individual aircraft, we can get 
significant savings from the standpoint 
of  fuel and operating cost.”

Because GE also makes turbine 
engines, it is able to connect the FMS 

and engines and monitor inputs from air-
frame sensors, then make adjustments to 
improve efficiency. “If  we can detect and 
measure those changes and reflect them 
in the performance of  the FMS, that’s 
where we get real performance benefits,” 
he said. “We’re trying to get a perfor-
mance model for that aircraft in real time, 
by incorporating weather and adjusting 
the aircraft model.”

So far GE has done this in simula-
tion by modeling real flight profiles, 
then using algorithms to see how the 
aircraft performs. “We’re currently try-
ing to get it onto an aircraft and validate 
it through flight-testing,” Thelen said. 
The simulation shows that there will be 
significant efficiency benefits, such as 
flying defined routes with smaller fuel 
reserves, greater range and lower main-
tenance costs. 

In the business aviation market, GE’s 
data concentrator network (DCN) is a 
key part of  the avionics and electronics 
installation on the Gulfstream G500 
and G600 fly-by-wire jets. Derived 
from its work on the 787 and upcom-
ing 777X, the DCN consists of  10 data 
concentrators networked together. 
The DCN significantly reduces wiring 
between electronic components, sav-
ing weight and allowing inputs from 
a variety of  devices that simply hook 
into the network.  o

Business Aviation and the Environment
uContinued from page 6 
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by Charles Alcock

European service providers once again fea-
tured prominently among the top-ranked 
facilities worldwide as rated by readers of 
AIN in its FBO survey. Most of the FBOs 
rated in the top 20 percent of the facilities for 
results published last month were concen-
trated around the UK capital London, with 
the others being in Switzerland and Italy.

In many respects the continued suc-
cess of TAG Farnborough Airport (Booth 
W36) is somewhat predictable given that it 
remains Britain’s only airport exclusively 
dedicated to business aviation. There is no 
FBO competing with the facility run by air-
port owner TAG, but no-one could suggest 
that the privately owned company has spent 
anything less than a King’s ransom to meet 
just about every conceivable need.

In generally flat economic conditions, 
the airport saw marginal growth in move-
ments last year, rising to 25,149. But, sig-
nificantly, there was a 5.5 percent increase 
in the largest aircraft types, such as Airbus 
Corporate Jets and the Embraer Lineage, 
with almost 1,000 of these flocking to 
Farnborough.

The increase in the average size of 

aircraft using the airport is reflected in one 
of TAG’s most recent improvements—the 
addition of a separate lounge on the top-
floor of its three-story, 52,000-sq-ft termi-
nal to accommodate larger groups such as 
professional sports teams and rock bands. 
“This has been a great success, attracting 
more larger aircraft,” commented TAG 
Farnborough Airport CEO Brandon 
O’Reilly. “It means we can separate larger 
groups from other passengers, which is bet-
ter for both of them.”

Another popular new addition is a gym 
built for visiting pilots who want to keep 
fit while waiting for their passengers. One 
day, the gym had to shut for two hours 
due to a technical problem and flight 
crew were soon bombarding staff  with 
demands to re-open it. TAG also uses an 
iPad app to gather customer feedback on 
all aspects of its services.

TAG has also invested time and money 
in being a better neighbor to the local sub-
urban community, while offering pilots 
greater flexibility. As part of an airspace 
change proposal made to the UK Civil 
Aviation Authority, it hopes this month to 

have permission for air traffic controllers 
to allow standard instrument departures 
that would avoid flights flying directly 
over the most populated local areas.

This is part of a wider green initiative 
under which Farnborough aims to be a 
completely carbon-neutral airport by 
2019. It is one of a handful of  airports 
that is ISO14001-compliant with an audit-
able environmental management system 
and last year sent no waste whatsoever 
for landfill. Everything was recycled or 
incinerated to make energy.

“The key difference is that we are the 
only [UK] airport solely dedicated to busi-
ness aviation,” O’Reilly told AIN. “There 
are others that are hybrids with other activ-
ities like flying schools but here we are com-
pletely dedicated to business aviation and 
the ownership of the airport and the oper-
ation of the FBO are all concentrated in 
one company so there is no compromise 
on service.”

On the edge of  the 600-acre airport 
site, TAG owns and operates the Aviator 
Hotel, which has proven popular with 
operators and other customers. This year, 
the company is rolling out a new service 
that will mean flight crew can be given 
their hotel room keys as they arrive on 
the aircraft, avoiding the need to check in. 
The FBO was one of the first in the world 
to achieve the IS-BAH standards for 
ground handling set by the International 
Business Aviation Council.

In addition to TAG Farnborough’s eye-
catching terminal building, Farnborough 
offers around 400,000 sq ft of hangar space, 
and 1.4 million sq ft of ramp parking area. 
The airport is located about 35 miles south 
west of central London with convenient 
access via the M3 highway.

On the other side of  the UK capi-
tal at London Stansted the Universal 
Aviation FBO (Booth X88) was com-
prehensively remodeled back in 2012. 
Unlike Farnborough, there is stiff  

competition between five established 
FBOs also including XJet, Fayair, Inflite 
and Harrods Aviation.

Universal Aviation is part of trip sup-
port group Universal Weather & Aviation 
and the Stansted facility is also home to 
the company’s European operations cen-
ter. “This allows us to have a better view 
of the complete mission, rather than just 
the client’s time on the ground,” manag-
ing director Sean Raftery. “Because we are 
part of Universal we have a global regu-
latory services team, we also can support 
our clients with regulatory issues such as 
UK APD [air passenger duty] as we are 
a certified, registered and approved APD 
administration center.”

Another benefit of being part of the 
Universal group is the connection with 
sister company Air Culinaire Worldwide, 
which has two London-area kitchens. 
“We are able to seamlessly coordinate last-
minute catering requests,” said Raftery.

The revamped, two-story FBO offers 
11,000 sq ft of space and 40,000 sq ft of 
ramp area immediately adjoining the build-
ing. Hangar space can be made available to 
operators through third-party agreements 
with Universal’s local partners. The build-
ing features separate arrivals and depar-
tures lounges for passengers, a crew lounge, 
meeting rooms, showers, and a security 
screening area.

According to Universal, it increased its 
business at Stansted by 40 percent in the 12 
months up to February 2016. The FBO has 
been in operation since 1984 and employs 
60 staff. It is expecting to make a further 
investment to modernize its fleet of ground 
support equipment in 2018.

“Our job is to drive down our custom-
ers’ operating risk and reduce their stress, 
thereby enabling their mission success,” 
commented Raftery. “We achieve this by 
sharing their sense of urgency, understand-
ing their unique needs and challenges, 

Europe boasts several of AIN’s top-ranked FBOs

TAG Farnborough Airport

Eccelsa Aviation

	 Continued on page 28 u 
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AMAC Aerospace cabins 
flying aboard BBJs, ACJs
by James Wynbrandt

AMAC Aerospace (Booth 
K121) is celebrating its 10th 
anniversary in fine style here at 
EBACE with announcements 
on flagship projects on Boeing 
and Airbus executive airlin-
ers, and recent refurbishment 
and MRO contracts that show-
case its full range of capabilities. 
The Basel-based company per-
formed the interior completion 

on the Boeing Business Jets (BBJ) 
Demonstrator here on static dis-
play (SD16), and has also been 
selected to perform the first com-
pletion on an ACJ320neo by 
UK-based Acropolis Aviation 
(Booth F70), launch customer 
for the next-generation ACJ.

The BBJ Demonstrator’s 
13-passenger interior, designed by 
Germany’s Unique Design, features 

a layout emphasizing the expan-
sive cabin space, incorporating both 
working environments and room 
to relax on its long flights. Outfitted 
with bespoke furnishings and fine 
materials, and highlighting the 
Swiss craftsmanship that are hall-
marks of Amac’s completions, the 
executive airliner also incorporates 
state of the art technical equipment 
including taxi and caution system 
cameras. Boeing will use the BBJ 
Demonstrator to show off the BBJ’s 
design possibilities, cabin comforts, 
and styling to potential customers.

“We appreciate that Boe-
ing  gave us this prestigious op-
portunity to showcase  our ca-
pabilities and our high-quality 

workmanship,” said Bernd Sch-
ramm, AMAC’s group COO.

Boeing selected AMAC for 
the completion after an exten-
sive bidding process and visiting 
and vetting completion facili-
ties. Schramm said the facility 
tour allowed AMAC to “demon-
strate our huge woodshop, our 
capabilities, and show the qual-
ity is coming from AMAC peo-
ple, not from subcontractors.” 
Additionally, AMAC had previ-
ously performed completions on 
three BBJ777s and a BBJ747-8i 
that was “a huge success, both in 
the quality” and keeping to the 
timeline. The BBJ Demonstrator 
project was completed on budget 
and on time in 12 months.

The ACJ320neo, with an inte-
rior designed by interior design 
studio Alberto Pinto, will be 
delivered green to AMAC’s 
Basel completion facility in Q4 
2018, and is scheduled for rede-
livery to Acropolis in Q4 2019. 
AMAC was selected for the proj-
ect following an extensive and 
competitive six-month long 
tender process. “We needed to 
select the right outfitter to bring 
Alberto Pinto’s amazing vision 
to life,” said Acropolis CEO 
Jonathan Bousfield, “and from 
our point of view AMAC dem-
onstrated to us they had the skill 
and creativity to do this better 
than anyone else.”

AMAC has performed com-
pletions on “quite a few ACJ319s, 
and two ACJ320s,” among the 
more than a score of executive 
and head-of-state completions it 
has performed, Schramm not-
ed, and had worked with the Al-
berto Pinto studio on AMAC’s  
747-8i completion.

While the BBJ and ACJ proj-
ects are major coups, Schramm 
said AMAC isn’t resting on its 
laurels. “We cannot focus on 
marketing what we achieved, we 
have to focus on improvements, 
how we can make the cabin 
lighter and streamline the [com-
pletion] process. We have to dem-
onstrate at each maintenance 
visit, each A check and C check, 
each satcom installation, that we 
can fulfill the expectations of the 
customer, and the expectations 
of the customer are higher now.”

Enter The Cocoon
Meanwhile, together with seat 
structure manufacturer PAC 
Seating Systems and the Alberto 
Pinto studio, AMAC’s engineer-
ing department has developed 
its first Cocoon Seat, certified 
on the B747-8i and “easily certi-
fied for other jet types,” accord-
ing to the company. AMAC 
also announced its in-house 
developed STC for the Ka-band 
JetWave satcom on Boeing 737s 
is now available to the market.

AMAC, which provides MRO 
services as well as completions, 
also announced here two 12-year 
inspection projects. One, an Airbus 
A340-200, is currently underway 
and includes extensive refurbish-
ments of cabin seats, furniture, and 
carpet using “smart repair” tech-
niques, in addition to pylon inspec-
tion, requiring the removal of all 
four engines. Return to service is 
scheduled this quarter. AMAC 
also recently reconfigured a BBJ 
cabin from private to commer-
cial use for a European operator, 
which necessitated major aircraft 
system rectifications by the com-
pany’s engineering department. o

Europe could lead bizjet market’s 
recovery in 2019, according to JetNet
by Chad Trautvetter

A glut of pre-owned business jets 
and low utilization levels has led 
to “significant oversupply” in 
the market, according to the 
latest data from industry infor-
mation provider JetNet (Booth 
X129). It believes that this trend 
will continue for about the next 
18 months, with a “beginning 
of an uptick” expected in 2019, 
said JetNet iQ managing director 
Rolland Vincent. Europe could 
lead the recovery, he added.

The current oversupply is 
exemplified by the fact that busi-
ness jet utilization in the U.S. is on 
par with 2003, even though cor-
porate profits have nearly doubled 
since then. “We’re not seeing the 

typical corresponding increase 
in aircraft utilization as com-
pany earnings increased,” noted 
JetNet vice president of sales Paul 
Cardarelli. In fact, average utili-
zation per business jet is just 352 
hours per year, with half of the 
operators falling below 300 hours.

While pre-owned inventory 
has stabilized, pricing still remains 
soft, Cardarelli said. According 
to the latest JetNet data, 11.1 per-
cent of the 21,817 business jets in 
service are currently on the mar-
ket, which is above the 10 per-
cent mark that is considered the 
dividing line between undersup-
ply and oversupply. “It is clearly 
still a buyer’s market,” he said. 

“This is a good time for concept 
buyers, because prices are low in 
the pre-owned market.”

This presents a challenge to 
new aircraft sales, however. “The 
gap between aircraft trade-in val-
ues and new aircraft keeps get-
ting wider,” Cardarelli pointed 
out. “This inhibits buyers from 
trading in their jet for a new one. 
In fact, about half of the owners/
operators we’ve surveyed told us 
that low residual values caused 
them to delay purchase of either 
a new or pre-owned aircraft over 
the past two years.”

Looking ahead, JetNet esti-
mates that 7,489 business jets 
worth €193.5 billion ($217 

billion) will be delivered over the 
next decade. After a trough over 
the next year or so, the JetNet 
forecast continues on a nearly 
unabated upward trend until 
2026, in terms of units delivered. 
For this year, Vincent expects jet 
deliveries will be down about 5 
percent, while billings will fall by 
10 percent from 2016. Last year, 
661 business jets were shipped.

According to the latest JetNet 
iQ survey, buyer sentiment is 
most optimistic in Europe, with 
61.8 percent in this region say-
ing that the business jet mar-
ket is past the low point. This 
is followed by Latin America, 
with 59.1 percent believing the 
market is on the upswing and 
North America at 57 percent. 
“Uncertainty has accelerated in 
the U.S. because of the Trump 
administration, but Brexit has 
had little effect on buyer senti-
ment in Europe,” said Vincent.

However, buyer sentiment in the 

rest of the world is decidedly pes-
simistic, which Vincent attributed 
mostly to troubles in the emerg-
ing markets. “Just 28.6 percent 
of those in the rest of the world 
think the market is past the low 
point, while 32.7 percent believe 
that we have not yet reached the 
low point,” he said. The remainder 
in these regions said the market is 
already at the low point.

The company will hold its 
annual JetNet iQ Global Business 
Aviation Summit in New York 
City on September 5 and 6, 2017. 
The event brings together leaders 
of business aviation’s manufac-
turers, suppliers, trade organiza-
tions, financial institutions, data 
analysts, as well as sales and mar-
keting executives, to network 
and discuss the current state and 
future direction of the industry. 
Those who register for the event 
by June 30 will get a $200 dis-
count off of the $995 full-price 
registration, said JetNet. o

AMAC Aerospace’s portfolio includes a wide breadth of completion skills for aircraft including BBJs and ACJs, and up to 747s and 
A340s. The company’s Basel, Switzerland, facility also offers MRO services for these and many other aircraft types.
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PlaneSense gears up to 
launch Pilatus PC-24
by Chad Trautvetter

U.S fractional aircraft company 
PlaneSense is excited to be the 
launch customer for the Pilatus 
PC-24 twinjet, PlaneSense pres-
ident George Antoniadis told 
AIN at EBACE 2017. “The 
very first PC-24, MSN 101, will 
arrive on our property later in 
the fourth quarter,” he said. “The 
fuselage of the airplane is largely 
complete and already painted in 
PlaneSense livery.”

Meanwhile, the Portsmouth, 
New Hamphire-based opera-
tor has made preparations for 
the introduction of the Pilatus 
jet. “Since last year, we’ve been 
operating Nextant 400XTis to 
get our feet wet with jet opera-
tions,” he said. PlaneSense cur-
rently has three 400XTis, and a 
fourth is set to be delivered soon. 
The company has an initial order 
for six PC-24s, but plans to place 
an add-on “significant order” as 
soon as Pilatus reopens the order 
book next year.

The Nextant light jets have 
also allowed PlaneSense to 
begin selling shares in the PC-24. 
“We’ve already launched PC-24 
share sales, and these customers 
are currently flying aboard the 
400XTis until we take deliver-
ies of PC-24s,” Antoniadis said. 
“The 400XTis will remain as a 
core airplane in our fleet until 
we get a critical mass of PC-24s, 
but we would consider keeping 

the Nextant airplanes depending 
on customer acceptance.”

He said PlaneSense has seen 
“great enthusiasm” for the 
PC-24, with a mix of both busi-
ness and leisure customers. Share 
buyers have included both exist-
ing PC-12 clients, who are keep-
ing the turboprop and adding a 
jet share, and new customers.

With the addition of  jets, 
PlaneSense has widened its 
service area from the U.S. 
East Coast to Colorado. In 
March, it also added Cuba 
and Bermuda to its interna-
tional service area. Service 
to Cuba can be accomplished 
using the company’s PC-12 
turboprop singles flying from 
South Florida, but it uses only 
its 400XTi twinjets for flights 
between the U.S. and Bermuda 
due to the overwater distance.

Antoniadis told AIN that 
PlaneSense plans to “use the 
PC-24s to their fullest capa-
bilities.” He praised the twinjet 
for its short-field and hot-and-
high airport performance capa-
bilities, as well as its large aft 
cargo door.

“We can’t wait to introduce 
this versatile jet,” he concluded. 
“We were selected as the PC-24 
launch customer as result of 
our longstanding relationship 
with Pilatus. We took our first 
PC-12 in 1995.” o

AfBAA holds ‘Access Africa’ forum
by Samantha Cartaino

The African Business Aviation 
Association (AfBAA) held 
a forum at EBACE yester-
day called Access Africa. The 
forum was established “to edu-
cate individuals and companies 
in the industry about the eco-
nomic potential of conducting 
business in Africa.” Speakers 
included Segun Demuren from 
EAN Aviation in Nigeria, Nuno 
Pereira from Bestfly in Angola 
and Gavin Kiggen from ExecuJet 
South Africa. AfBAA also 

announced that it had expanded 
its AfBAC event to create AfBAC 
Expo, which will take place in 
Johannesburg later this year.

“One of  AfBAA’s guiding 
principles is to raise aware-
ness of  the continent’s poten-
tial, and that is what drives us 
to create these types of  events,” 
said Rady Fahmy, CEO of 
AfBAA. “We are aware that 
many European companies are 
interested in developing African 
business but don’t necessarily 

have the information they need 
to hand. Access Africa is about 
providing tangible, practical 
information to support these 
professionals’ endeavors.”

This year, AfBAA (at 
EBACE’s African Pavilion, 
Booth V70) celebrates its fifth 
anniversary, as it launched at 
EBACE in 2012. Most recently, 
the organization revealed that 
its AfBAC event (the African 
Business Aviation Conference) 
will become AfBAC Expo, 

and will take place at Lanseria 
International Airport near 
Johannesburg, South Africa, 
from November 29–December 
1. It will include a static display 
of aircraft and will be hosted at 
ExecuJet’s FBO.

“We have achieved much in 
five years, but we know there 
is still much to do as our jour-
ney has only really just begun,” 
said Tarek Ragheb, AfBAA’s 
founding chairman. “We rec-
ognize that aviation in Africa 
doesn’t work in global or com-
mercial isolation, which is 
why we are launching AfBAC 
Expo at EBACE. We want to 
bring together international 

professionals to share experience 
and knowledge in a dedicated 
environment. With Europe’s 
strong connections to the con-
tinent, we’re hoping to garner a 
lot of  interest during EBACE. o

Textron logs first EU Longitude order
by Kerry Lynch

Textron Aviation logged the first 
European order for its new Citation 
Longitude super-midsize jet and 
is capitalizing on the new single-
engine regulations in Europe with 
a sale of a Cessna Grand Caravan 
EX. Textron Aviation celebrated 
both orders during the opening 
day of EBACE.

The first European sale of a 
Longitude went to Travel Service, a 
Czech-based airline. Travel Service 
is adding the aircraft to its fleet 

of four Citation Sovereigns for 
charter services. The Longitude is 
expected to be delivered to Travel 
Service in 2018. “The Longitude’s 
6,482-kilometer range will allow 
us to meet the increased requests 
for long-distance flights and to 
give our customers the flexibility, 
privacy, and efficiency they want,” 
said Roman Vik, general director 
of Travel Service.

The order comes as Textron 
Aviation has seen interest gain 

steam in the program as develop-
ment progresses, said Rob Scholl, 
senior v-p, sales and marketing 
for Textron Aviation. “We’ve seen 
fantastic interest in the Longitude 
across Europe,” he added.

Making Waves
Textron Aviation also announced 
an order for a Cessna Grand 
Caravan EX from Waves 
Technologies. The company plans 
to launch an on-demand air-taxi 
service in the UK Channel Islands. 
The Guernsey-based service will 
launch in August, flying customers 
to and from the Channel Islands. 
The Caravan turboprop single will 
be the primary air-taxi platform 
for the service, which will use the 
latest reservation technologies to 
enable customers to reserve flights 
in real-time.

The Waves service is launching 
as Europe begins to implement 
new rules permitting commercial 
air transport using single-engine 
turboprops in instrument mete-
orological conditions. Textron 
Aviation noted that the rule 
change plays “a vital role in open-
ing up operations for companies 
like Waves.” o
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AfBAA’s CEO, Rady Fahmy, speaks to 
attendees during ‘Access Africa’ forum.

Textron Aviation expects type 
certification of its Longittude super 
midsize bizjet in late 2017.

PlaneSense’s PC-24 fuselage 
shown in the paint booth.

Travel Service execs 
in their Longitude, 
clockwise: Roman 
Vik, Lukas Skyslak, 
Textron Aviation CEO 
Scott Ernest (red tie) 
and Jiri Simane.
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Bizav star shines at Dubai Airshow
by Charles Alcock

Business aviation will have a big 
part to play in this year’s Dubai 
Airshow (November 12-16). In 
fact, organizers have already 
confirmed that one quarter of 
the 160 aircraft anticipated on 

the static display at Al Maktoum 
International Airport will be 
business jets. Major aircraft man-
ufacturers, such as Gulfstream, 
Embraer, Bombardier and 
Dassault, are already booked to 

exhibit, as are local UAE-based 
companies like Sonic Jet and 
Falcon Aviation.

The most recent Middle East 
market forecast from Bombardier 
Business Aircraft predicts around 

350 aircraft deliveries, worth a 
combined $12 billion, over the 
next 10 years, with medium- to 
large-size models accounting for 
95 percent of these units. Boeing 
Business Jets has reported that 
the region now accounts for 
around one third of all its sales.

According to Ali Alnaqbi, 
the founding and executive 
chairman of the Middle East & 
North Africa Business Aviation 
Association (MEBAA), there 
is currently a 12 percent year-
on-year regional growth in the 
business aviation sector in the 
Middle East. He believes that 
this demand will continue to rise 
over the next few years.

“Currently, the market is still 
favoring widebody aircraft,” he 
said. “Demand for midsize and 
small-size is there too. With 
increased demand from our mem-
bers to be present at the Dubai 
Airshow in order to meet the big 
players, we can push the agenda 
under the MEBAA umbrella.”

Michele van Akelijen, man-
aging director of  show orga-
nizer F&E Aerospace, predicts 
that business aviation in the 
region will be worth $1.3 bil-
lion by 2020. “We are seeing a 
great deal of interest from exhib-
itors who know that the Dubai 
Airshow is the ideal place to do 
business in the region,” she said. 
“In the Middle East, if  you are 
not there to talk face to face, the 
deals won’t happen.”

The 2017 Dubai Airshow 
will include the following four 
new features: a UAV conference 
and pavilion; a cargo zone with 
a conference focused on safety 
and security; a space pavilion in 
partnership with the UAE Space 
Agency and its involvement in 
the Mission to Mars project; 
and an Airport Solutions pavil-
ion and conference.

According to F&E Aerospace, 
the profile of  trade visitors 
coming to the Dubai Airshow 
now extends well beyond the 
Arabian Gulf  states. European 
and North American visitors 
have always been a big part of 
the crowd, but increasingly, avi-
ation professionals are flocking 
from Africa and Asia too. o
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Though military hardware plays a big 
role, this year’s Dubai Airshow will have 
a significant business aviation presence.
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Pilatus proudly presents the PC-24, the world’s first and only Super Versatile Jet – a business  

jet that can land and take-off almost anywhere. The third and final PC-24 prototype, P03,  

which also represents the series aircraft standard, is on static display during EBACE 2017. 

Visit Pilatus and discover the PC-24 now!

Pilatus Aircraft Ltd  •  Switzerland  •  Phone +41 41 619 61 11  •  www.pilatus-aircraft.com

THE SUPER VERSATILE JET IS HERE
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FlightSafety proudly offers a new series of advanced pilot courses designed to enable 

flight crews to respond to challenging situations and achieve the highest level of 

safety. Enhance your skills with master-level, aircraft-specific training in a controlled 

learning environment. Our progressive curriculum expands aviation education beyond 

 the fundamentals covered by initial and recurrent training. Compelling scenarios, 

coupled with breakthroughs in simulator technology, deliver deeper knowledge of the 

aircraft and help ensure a safe and correct response to demanding flight situations. 

 Trust us to deliver the highest level of professional aviation training available. 

FIXED-WING  
PILOT COURSES

Advanced Upset  
Prevention and  
Recovery Training 
Focuses on preventing 
in-flight loss of control, 
and recovery from upset if 
prevention is not possible

Advanced Energy 
Management 
Teaches the physics  
of operating aircraft  
during descent

Advanced Rejected  
Takeoff Go/No-Go  
Promotes best practices  
using 18 scenarios that  
require a decision to  
continue the takeoff or abort 

Advanced Crew  
Resource Management/
Human Factors Line 
Oriented Flight Training
Bolsters proficiency 
in crew coordination  
and communication

F L I G H T S A F E T Y 

ADVANCED TRAINING
NEW MASTER-LEVEL COURSES INCREASE SAFETY AND PROFICIENCY

Aviation professionals from around the world trust us to provide the highest quality training and outstanding service. 
More than 1,800 highly experienced professional instructors deliver aircraft- and mission-specific courses, using our 
comprehensive training systems and advanced-technology flight simulators designed to enhance safety. Trust your 
training to FlightSafety. You’ll see why so many aviation professionals make the same choice. And have since 1951. 

For more information, please contact Steve Gross, Senior Vice President, Commercial 
314.785.7815 • sales@flightsafety.com • flightsafety.com • A Berkshire Hathaway company 
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Sapphire Awards honor bizav’s best
by Charles Alcock

A dozen leading companies and individuals were 
honored by their peers at this year’s Sapphire 
Pegasus Awards gala dinner in Prague on April 
28. The awards are made by a panel of judges fol-
lowing a month of open online voting that saw 
28,633 votes cast for 78 shortlisted nominations 
across 12 categories. Organizers reported a 32 per-
cent increase in nominations compared with 2016.

The award winners were as follows: Globe Air 
(business jet operator), Stratajet (broker), Euro Jet 
Intercontinental (handler/FBO), London Oxford 
Airport (business aviation airport), Jet Port (out-
standing business aviation performance in Russia), 

My Jet (innovation in business aviation), Globe 
Air’s Bernhard Fragner (lifetime achievement), 
Carol Cork of Private Fly (woman in aviation), 
Kate Sarsfield (business aviation journalist), 
Stratus Flying (charity/relief effort), VistaJet (out-
standing integration of social media), and Signum 
Aviation (young talent/start-up company).
Next month, the organizers of  the Sapphire 
Pegasus Awards will announce four more awards 
as part of the Caribbean Aviation Meetup event on 
the island of St Maarten (June 13-15). The awards 
are supported by industry groups EBAA, BACA, 
RUBAA, CEPA and AfBAA. o

 
DC AVIATION RECOGNIZED FOR MILESTONE

DC Aviation (Booth Y134) has been awarded EBAA’s Diamond Safety of 
Flight Award for surpassing 100,000 hours of safe flying.

“Our constant quest for maximum safety is at the basis of everything 
we do. It is the hard core of our corporate philosophy,” said Michael 
Kuhn, company CEO.

Based in Stuttgart, Germany, DC Aviation was formed in 2007 (from 
the former DaimlerChrysler Aviation) and has branches in Dubai, Zurich, 
Malta, and Moscow. Its fleet includes Cessna Citation XLS+, Gulfstream 
G650 and Airbus ACJ319 jets.

Here at EBACE the company is also announcing that it will add two 
more long-range jets to its fleet later this year, a Gulfstream G650 and 
a Bombardier Global 5000. The G650 will be based in Stuttgart and be 
available for charter.

In March 2016, DC Aviation expanded its operating license to 
include the commercial use of helicopters.

Meanwhile, the company reported that it has carried out the first 
installation of an Aviator 300 SwiftBroadband satcom system (and UCS 
5000 file server) in a Bombardier Challenger 604 under an EASA STC, 
under its partnership with Gogo Business Aviation. —I.S.

Award winners in 12 business aviation categories shared honors at the Sapphire Pegasus Awards gala in Prague late last month. 
Nominations for this year’s awards were up by some 32 percent compared with last year, according to organizers.
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Piaggio chief refocuses 
company on P.180 Avanti
by Chad Trautvetter

Renato Vaghi, who was 
appointed Piaggio Aerospace’s 
CEO nine months ago, said the 
Italian aircraft manufacturer is 
refocusing on business aviation. 
“Last year, we restructured as 
a clearer [more focused] com-
pany,” he told AIN. “We’re going 
through a big transformation.”

Part of  this restructur-
ing includes spinning off  its 
engine business, which makes 
components and assembles for 
the PW206 and PW207 under 
license from Pratt & Whitney 
Canada, as well as manufactures 
parts for the F-35 Joint Strike 
Fighter’s F-135 engine. That will 
leave Piaggio purely as an air-
craft company, with the P.180 
Avanti Evo turboprop twin as 
its commercial product and 
in-development Hammerhead 
UAV on the defense side.

Since taking over in August, 
Vaghi said Mubadala-owned 
Piaggio has been ramping up 
operations at its new produc-
tion facility at Riviera Airport 
in Villanova d’Albenga, Italy. 
According to Vaghi, the com-
pany currently has a 1.5-year 
backlog for the Evo and plans 
to increase the production rate 

to 30 aircraft per year by 2020.
The first-ever Evo was 

delivered from this facility in 
October, while the first Evo for 
a U.S. customer—West Coast 
Aviation Services—left the 
plant late last year. A special-
mission version of  the turbo-
prop is now being prepped at 
the facility to be delivered “in a 
few days,” he said. On Monday, 
Piaggio announced the sale of 
the first Evo in the UK; this air-
plane will be handed over in the 
fourth quarter.

Meanwhile, Piaggio has been 
working to improve customer 
support. “We’ve started to have 
more dialogue with custom-
ers to fix issues, and its begin-
ning to have a positive effect,” 
Vaghi noted. “This communi-
cation resulted in us offering 
the Evo’s landing gear as a ret-
rofit for Avanti II customers, 
as well as the more cost-effec-
tive steel brakes to replace the 
stock carbon brakes for Avanti 
Is and IIs.”

He said more improvements 
are coming for the P.180, many of 
which will be rolled out over the 
next year or so. Further, Piaggio 
has “two or three larger initiatives” 

that it plans to announce in about 
three years. However, Vaghi 
would not elaborate on what the 
improvements would be, saying 
only, “They will make the P.180 
more competitive.”

In addition, Piaggio has 
invested in spare parts inven-
tory for all P.180s at its depots 
in Genoa and in the U.S. in 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. It 
has also started a newslet-
ter to keep customers regu-
larly updated on improvements 
being made throughout the sup- 
port organization.

Vaghi is also looking to the 
future, admitting that the com-
pany is mulling a second busi-
ness aircraft model. However, he 
said, “Our main focus right now 
is a healthier company, and only 
then will we really look at add-
ing new models.” o

CAE extends training 
pact with Elit’Avia
by Mark Phelps

Slovenia’s Elit’Avia (Booth F70), 
a charter/management special-
ist, has furthered its commitment 
to CAE (Booth J88) with a four-
year extension to their pilot-train-
ing agreement. The extension was 
announced Monday at EBACE. 

CAE supplies customized train-
ing programs for Elit’Avia, includ-
ing classroom software, distance 
learning, a tablet app for course 
materials, and pre-study tools. The 
program extension adds CAE’s lat-
est upset prevention and recovery 
training (UPRT) module.

“We are particularly pleased 
with the extension of this train-
ing program to include the UPRT 
[module],” said Nick Leontidis, 
CAE group president, civil avia-
tion training solutions. “It is a tes-
tament to CAE’s ability to provide 
its customers with global custom-
ized pilot training programs and 
complementary training solutions 
tailored to their specific needs.”

Puja Mahajan, Elit’Avia 
CEO, said, “Elit’Avia has 

experienced significant growth 
over the years. We recently added 
a new Gulfstream G650 to our 
fleet, and CAE has been a tre-
mendous training partner, sup-
porting our growing needs and 
delivering high-quality training.” 
Elit’Avia operates 14 different 
aircraft types, including mod-
els from Bombardier, Dassault, 
Gulfstream, and Hawker. 
Headquartered in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, it holds air operator 
certificates in Slovenia, Malta 
and San Marino. It serves the 
U.S. market with an office in 
Atlanta, Georgia.

Training will continue at five 
of CAE’s locations, including 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 
Burgess Hill, UK; Dallas, Texas; 
Dubai, UAE; and Morristown, 
New Jersey. CAE has a 70-year 
history in training and has 160 
locations in more than 35 coun-
tries and 8,000 employees. It trains 
more than 120,000 civil and mili-
tary crew members annually. o
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Piaggio Aerospace CEO Renato Vaghi 
said the Italian aircraft manufacturer 
is refocusing on business aviation 
by increasing production, improving 
product support, and possibly adding 
another new aircraft model in the future.

F/LIST EXPANDS CABIN CAPABILITIES

F/List (Booth T110) is stepping up its aftermarket services. Last month, 
the company started along this path by acquiring OHS Aviation 
Services to create the new F/List Germany. Now the company offers 
a one-stop-shop capable of performing all types of maintenance and 
cabin upgrades, from cleaning and touch-up of cabin furnishings to full 
cabin refurbishments and installation of new cabin equipment.

F/List Germany’s location at Berlin Schönefeld Airport led to a close 
relationship with the airport’s Bombardier authorized service facility, 
Lufthansa Bombardier Aviation Services (LBAS); both companies have 
long experience with Bombardier jets and thus they are cooperating 
on various projects. This includes, according to F/List, “exterior clean-
ing, polishing and partial painting over carpet and surface cleaning 
to re-upholstery, re-veneering, re-plating of hardware, touch-ups, and 
repairs of cabinets.”

In addition, F/List Germany offers many more services—available 
during regular maintenance downtime—such as pre-engineered ret-
rofit packages, installation of Lufthansa’s nice HD inflight entertain-
ment and cabin management system and new cabin interiors featuring 
new sideledges and illuminated wood flooring. Many of these upgrade 
opportunities are possible due to the proximity of Inairvation, which is 
also located at Berlin Schönefeld. The pre-engineered retrofit pack-
ages are available for the Bombardier Global and Challenger series 
and Gulfstream G450 and G550 models. —S.C.

PILATUS PC-24 PROGRAM PROCEEDING

Pilatus brought one of its PC-24 prototypes to the EBACE 2017 static display and had this fuselage mock-up on 
the exhibit floor. The company’s first jet took its maiden flight in 2015 and is slated to enter service later this year.
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The P.180 Avanti Evo will be Piaggio Aeropace’s renewed 
focus after the company sheds its engine business.

Nick Leontidis, CAE group president, civil aviation training solutions (left), and 
Elit’Avia CEO Puja Mahajan shake hands after extending their training agreement.
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GE Aviation marks H-series milestone
by Kerry Lynch

GE Aviation recently handed 
over its 300th H Series turbo-
prop, an H80-200, a milestone 
reached four years after the 
engine family went into full pro-
duction and as the number of 
applications continues to swell.
The series, derived from the for-
mer Czech Walter M601 engine 
family acquired in 2008, now has 
16 applications and is certified in 
12 countries.

GE continues to gain interest 
in the engine as it has begun to 
certify its electronic engine and 
propeller control (EEPC) sys-
tem on H-series applications. 
The EEPC provides single-lever 
control of the engine and pro-
peller operation and includes 
auto-start, along with speed, 
temperature and torque limits.

GE first secured EASA 

certification in November and 
then FAA certification in March 
for the EEPC on H75 engines 
powering the Nextant G90XT 
King Air upgrade. The engine 
maker also recently submit-
ted an application to EASA for 
approval of the EEPC-equipped 
H80 turboprop on the Thrush 
510G agricultural airplane.

The Thrush 510G completed 
its first flight in March, and 250 
hours of EEPC system ground 
and flight tests have been accu-
mulated. Plans call for an EEPC-
equipped H85 to be offered for 
the Thrush 510G next year.

The company added it 
has two more applications—
that it can reveal—for the 
EEPC system. Diamond 
Aircraft announced a light 
military trainer that will use 

an EEPC-equipped H Series 
engine and Czech manufac-
turer Orbis Avia selected the 
H75 equipped with the EEPC 
to power its SM92TE Praga 
Alfa single-engine turboprop.

The Praga Alfa flew for the 
first time in March and Orbis 
Avia anticipates EASA certifi-
cation by the end of this year. 
The company sees a market for 
more than 100 of its utility air-
craft by 2022.

GE Aviation further has 
submitted a type certification 
application seeking EASA 
approval for its first aerobatic 
turboprop engine. The new H 
Series aerobatic engine model 
also will incorporate the 
EEPC. GE Aviation is eying 
2018 certification for the aer-
obatic variant. o

Bizav needs more focus 
on upset recovery training
by Charles Alcock

Business aviation needs “to focus 
on high-altitude stalls” in upset 
prevention and recovery training 
(UPRT), due to the effect reduced 
air density has on aircraft per-
formance and aerodynamics, 
according to John Cox, CEO 
of  Safety Operating Systems. 
Speaking at the Flight Safety 
Foundation’s Business Aviation 
Safety Summit in early May, he 
told delegates that the indus-
try is not adequately addressing 
flight instability at high altitudes. 
He maintained that many pilots 
have no experience hand-flying 
aircraft at high altitudes due to 
RVSM mandates on using auto-
pilots above FL290.

The loss-of-control accident 
in January over the Arabian 
Sea involving a Bombardier 
Challenger 604 at FL340 under-
scores the need for renewed focus 
on UPRT, Cox said. Following 
a wake encounter with an A380, 
the Challenger rolled several times 
and reportedly lost 10,000 feet of 
altitude before recovery, resulting 
in serious injuries to passengers 
and the permanent grounding of 
the aircraft due to damage from 
exceeding operating limitations.

According to the interim report 
on the wake vortex encounter, the 
A380 was flying in the opposite 
direction and was 1,000 feet over-
head and slightly to the right of 
the Challenger. Approximately a 

minute after the two aircraft passed 
each other, the Challenger hit tur-
bulence from the A380’s wake 
and quickly went out of control. 
Before the crew regained control at 
FL240, the aircraft had exceeded 
several design load limits, rolled 
several times, dropped 8,700 feet, 
lost vital avionics (including atti-
tude displays) and the left engine 
had to be caged. The pilot-flying 
explained that since the sky and the 
ocean were almost the same blue 
color, he had been able to recog-
nize the aircraft’s flight attitude 
only “with the help of the clouds.”

After the crew regained con-
trol, they declared an emergency 
and diverted to an alternate air-
port, where they made a normal 
landing. Although no external 
damage could be seen (in contrast 
to that in the cabin), Bombardier 
determined that the airframe 
structure could not be restored to 
airworthy condition. Two passen-
gers were severely injured and one 
passenger and the flight attendant 
sustained minor injuries.

When properly executed, “high-
altitude recoveries are slow and 
gentle,” Cox said. BJ Ransbury, 
president of  UPRT provider 
Aviation Performance Solutions, 
who has discussed the accident 
with Bombardier investigators, 
told attendees they declined to 
say whether the Challenger crew 
had undergone upset training. o

SABENA TECHNICS JOINS AIRBUS CORPORATE JETS

Airbus Corporate Jets (Booth Z58) is continuing to 
expand its service center network with the addi-
tion of Sabena Technics MRO facilities in Bordeaux, 
France. Sabena Technics joins an authorized ACJ 
service center network that includes a half-dozen 
other MRO facilities located in the U.S., Europe, the 
Middle East and Asia. That network is augmented 
by more than 220 MROs that can work on Airbus 
aircraft, along with 300 Airbus field representatives.

Even with the wide range of capabilities from the 
commercial side, Airbus Corporate Jets said it plans 

to continue to grow the network specific to the ACJ 
fleet, which has now grown to more than 180 air-
craft that have flown over every continent, includ-
ing Antarctica.

Airbus Corporate Jets provides coordinated sup-
port services through a single-point-of-contact at its 
corporate jet customer care center (C4you) team, 
along with dedicated customer support directors, 
training and customized maintenance programs.

Sabena Technics Bordeaux recently celebrated 
its 10th anniversary, and it has nearly 700 employ-
ees and operates out of six hangars that encom-
pass 100,000 sq m (just over 1 million sq ft). The 
MRO provider has built up capabilities on a range 
of Airbus aircraft.

In addition to Sabena, other service center net-
work members are Comlux America in Indianapolis, 
Indiana; Haeco Private Jet Solutions in Xiamen, 
China; Sepang Aircraft Engineering in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia; ST Aerospace in Singapore; and Jet Aviation 
in Basel, Switzerland, and Dubai, UAE. � —K.L.

Pascal Jallier, v-p of VIP programs at Sabena Technics, left, and 
Benoit Defforge, president of Airbus Corporate Jets, shake hands 
after their two companies agreed on a new pact involving MRO 
and other services for the airframer’s executive products.

Orbis Avia Praga Alfa

NETJETS COMPANIES COMBINE 360

Fractional operator NetJets Europe (Booth V53) is teaming with sis-
ter business units Executive Jet Management Europe (EJME) and QS 
Partners, a new company formed in February, to offer a dedicated 
“360-degree” product portfolio to European customers. All three are 
spawned by their U.S. parent company NetJets, which has a decades-
long heritage of innovation in delivering business aviation services.

QS Partners is designed as a one-stop consultancy providing guidance 
to new business aviation users or those looking to change how they access 
lift, including whole-aircraft brokerage services. QS Partners will work with 
NetJets sister company EJME and NetJets Europe to provide European 
clients a broad overview on using business aircraft to their best advantage.

Seth Zlotkin, managing partner of QS Partners, said, “With the addi-
tion of QS Partners to the NetJets family, NetJets now delivers a full 
360-degree product lifecycle, from charter and jet cards to fractional 
ownership, whole aircraft management and now aircraft brokerage in 
Europe. Even though we are a new company, we have the resources, 
the expertise, the capital strength and the global presence of NetJets.”

“QS Partners is the perfect complement to the services offered by 
EJM Europe,” added Gilles Marzouli, EJME’s executive director. “We 
look forward to working with QS Partners on bringing this exciting new 
360 offering to the wider European market.”

Understanding aircraft users’ needs and possibilities requires a 
wide range of expertise the companies believe, and the trio of EJM 
Europe, NetJets Europe and QS Partners promises it has the band-
width to deliver. � —M.P.
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London City set to get 
UK’s first remote tower
by Kerry Lynch

London City Airport is install-
ing the first remote digital air 
traffic control tower in the UK. 
To be operational in 2019, the 
newly-constructed tower will 
use 360-degee high-definition 
cameras and sensors to pro-
vide a live feed with a pan-
oramic view of  the airfield to 
a new NATS control room in 
Swanwick, Hampshire.

NATS, the UK air traffic 
control services provider, is 
working closely with London 
City Airport (Booth Q106) on 
the plans for the new tower, 
which will be developed by Saab 
Digital Air Traffic Solutions 
and replace the existing 30-year-
old control tower.

Fourteen high-definition 
cameras and two pan-tilt-zoom 

cameras will be stationed on 
top of the tower to provide the 
360-degree view at a level of 
detail greater than the human 
eye, London City Airport offi-
cials said, while they noted this 
will modernize and improve air 
traffic management.

The images and data will 
be sent to the new operations 
room at NATS’ Swanwick 
control center, where air traf-
fic controllers will provide 
services using 14 high-defini-
tion displays. Controllers will 
have capabilities such as zoom 
and enhanced visuals, includ-
ing close-up views of  aircraft 
movements along the 1,500-
meter (4,921-foot) runway.

The pan-tilt-zoom cameras 
can magnify up to 30 times. The 

system will provide real-time 
information, including opera-
tional and sensor data, with an 
ability to overlay images with 
weather information, on-screen 
labels, radar data, and/or air-
craft callsigns.

“A pioneering new digital 
air traffic control system will 
enhance safety and improve 
resilience, setting a new standard 

for the global aviation industry 
to follow,” said London City 
Airport CEO Declan Collier. 
“With London City Airport’s 
plans to grow, and an existing 
tower which is reaching the 
end of  its operational lifespan, 
this cutting-edge proven tech-
nology future-proofs London 
City Airport’s air traffic con-
trol for the next 30 years and 

beyond,” added Mike Stoller, 
director of  airports at NATS.

Officials are moving to add 
the tower as London City’s 
operations continue to increase, 
logging a record 4.5 million pas-
sengers in 2016. Construction 
will begin later this year and is 
slated to be completed in 2018. 
The tower will be tested for more 
than a year.  o

AEROPOLE COMPETENCE CENTER NEARING COMPLETION

Switzerland’s Aeropole “technopark” says that developments at its home base, Payerne Aerodrome, are well 
on their way to being completed, with the main taxiway between Aeropole One and the tarmac already com-
pleted. Both runways 5 and 23 are ILS equipped while the latter also has a GNSS approach, which will make 
the airport available to a wider variety of aircraft types.

Companies such as Boschung, Speedwings, and Swiss Aeropole are moving into facilities at the airport. 
Boschung’s world headquarters will be inaugurated in August 2017. The company produces special-purpose 
vehicles, machinery, and electronic systems for airport maintenance and highway and local service. Moving to 
Aeropole will allow Boschung to test and market these products.

Meanwhile, Speedwings will begin construction in August 2017. Its facility will feature three hangars for 
aircraft maintenance, storage and operations. According to Aeropole, these facilities will allow Speedwings 
to facilitate business operations so they flow smoothly at the airport, while encouraging more air commerce.

Swiss Aeropole, which recently named Urs Ryf as president, will also have an office onsite.  —S.C.

Acropolis takes Leap for 
new ACJ320neo power
by Kerry Lynch

Acropolis Aviation has selected 
CFM International’s Leap-1A 
engine to power its new Airbus 
ACJ320neo that is on order for 
delivery in the fourth quarter of 
2018. The UK operator opted 
for the Leap over the Pratt & 
Whitney 1100G.

Acropolis CEO Jonathan 
Bousfield cited the extensive sup-
port network for the CFM engine, 
as well as his experience with another 
CFM model, the CFM56-5B, that 
power the operator’s ACJ319, 
G-NOAH, in the selection.

“We’ve experienced many 
years of  ‘happy monitoring’ 
with the CFM powerplant on 
board G-NOAH, which we intro-
duced to revenue service in 2010,” 
Bousfield said. “The reliability 

and worldwide support network 
has been very important for our 
long and fruitful relationship 
with CFM International.”

Acropolis (Booth F70) puts 
about 700 hours a year on 
G-NOAH, Bousfield said, antic-
ipating that its new ACJ320neo 
will be used at least that much. 
The seven-year-old Farnborough 
Airport-based operator became the 
launch customer for the ACJ320neo 
in May 2015 and is scheduled to 
take delivery of the new model in 
the fourth quarter of 2018.

Bousfield said the 6,000-nm 
range of the ACJ320neo will open 
new city pairs for the operator, 
including Asia. Acropolis plans 
to sell the ACJ319 once it takes 
delivery of its new aircraft. o

(l to r) Airbus Corporate Jets President Benoit Defforge, Jonathan Bousfield, CEO of 
Acropolis Aviation, and Cédric Goubet, director general of Safran’s civil engine division, 
pause to celebrate Acropolis’s choice of the Leap-1A engine to power its new ACJ320neo.

Air traffic controllers seated in a room some 80 
miles from London City Airport will begin sequencing 
and separating traffic at the airport by 2019.

THEY’VE GOT YOUR NUMBER

One of the reasons airplane spotting can be a popular pastime for pilots and non-pilots alike is the subtle dif-
ferences distinguishing specific types and sub-models from one another. As depicted above and depending 
on your viewpoint, Bombardier’s demonstrators either make planespotting easier or take all the fun out of it.
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BACA expands market reach, 
refocuses on bizav advocacy 
by Ian Sheppard

Although the Baltic Air Charter Association 
(Booth F35) is based in London at the 
maritime-focused Baltic Exchange, the 
association is increasing its international 
membership as well as its relevance to busi-
ness aviation. Embraer is one of its newest 
members, along with Hong Kong Aircraft 
Charter Limited (HACTL).

AIN met BACA chairman Richard 
Mumford in late April at the Royal 
Exchange before heading to the Merchant 
Taylors’ Hall for the Spring BACA lunch 
(with its record 270+ attendees). Despite 
the venue’s focus as a global heartland 
for finance and trade, Mumford was keen 
to say that BACA is “continuing on our 
path to maintaining high standards in 
the air charter broker market,” regard-
less of  what the flights are for—cargo, 
first aid, or the usual non-scheduled pas-
senger trips.

Putting meat on the bone of the rhetoric 
involved teaming up with Cincinnati-based 
Argus International, creating baseline stan-
dards for auditing brokers. “We’ve got 
several brokers going through the accredi-
tation program now,” said Mumford.

Volker Meissner, BACA deputy chair-
man, told AIN that audits with Argus 
“started two years ago, and now we’re get-
ting the brokers on board. For them it’s 
new.” He said an audit generally takes one 
or two days. “It took us about two years to 
develop the standard, so brokers can now 
use the BACA accreditation [powered by 
Argus] to help them stand out.” Argus also 
has its own Platinum ratings for business 
aircraft operators, he added.

Mumford said that BACA is also add-
ing more events to its calendar—with 
a highlight being the Air Charter Expo 
(ACE) at London Biggin Hill Airport on 
September 12. The event grew out of the 
former BGAD event that moved from 
Cambridge to Biggin Hill, and BACA has 
now teamed with Biggin Hill to promote 
the charter broker/operator sector. “It’s the 

only event of its kind in the UK,” he said.
BACA’s membership continues to grow, 

with Embraer being one of the latest addi-
tions. Around one third of the members 
are brokers, of all sizes. One third are oper-
ators and one third other support entities, 
such as law firms and insurance companies.

BACA is “in the process of converting 
from a member association to a company 
limited by guarantee,” said Mumford. “We 
realized this was a better structure for doing 
conferences, etc.” The governing council, 
which has around 15 members, will continue 
to oversee BACA. Meanwhile, Mumford 
said, BACA has done a lot to build up its 
resources over the past year or so.

Bizav Means Business
The advocate association has also joined 
the ranks of  those trying to “get the 
message across that corporate jets are 
not about the champagne lifestyle, but 
about business efficiency,” said Mumford. 
“Associations like BACA have a key role 
to play in promoting and explaining 
to politicians what the industry offers, 
including how many people it employs 
and the turnover.”

Gray charter is another issue it faces 
“quite regularly” in discussions with mem-
bers, said Mumford. “Our broker members 
get quite upset. They are often phoned up 
for quotes and find out later that a private 
flight [made the trip]. They can report it 
to the CAA, but they don’t really have the 
resources to police it. [Charter customers] 
need to check that they are on a correctly 
designated flight.”

Speaking at the lunch podium, Mumford 
said, “It’s been a fantastic year for the asso-
ciation and membership continues to grow 
to record levels.” He also mentioned spon-
sor Weston Aviation. BACA’s membership 
voted Weston Aviation the best FBO.

The next BACA Awards will take 
place at its Autumn Luncheon on Octo-
ber 18.  o

Celebrating an anniversary, 
AfBAA targets a wider role
The African Business Aviation Association 
(AfBAA), which launched five years ago 
at EBACE 2012, is back with its “Africa 
Pavilion” (Booth V70) and news about a 
significant new event at Lanseria Airport 
near Johannesburg this November.

Rady Fahmy, AfBAA executive direc-
tor and CEO, told AIN that the African 
Business Aviation Conference (AfBAC) 
will take place at Execujet’s facility at 
Lanseria, northwest of  Johannesburg, 
November 30–December 1 (two weeks 
after the Dubai Air Show) 
rebranded as AfBAA 
Expo. AfBAA’s original 
plan was to hold an event 
in Cape Town, November 
8-11. Last year’s AfBAC 
event there proved very 
successful, said Fahmy. But 
having spoken to OEMs 
and other stakeholders, he 
said, they determined that 
Jo’burg was the “centre of 
gravity” for business avi-
ation for South Africa, if  
not for the entire south-
ern half  of  the continent. 
He admitted that “it was a 
difficult decision to move 
away from Cape Town.”

The Lanseria event will include a static 
aircraft display and exhibition, marking 
a growth trajectory for the event, which 
AfBAA hopes to hold every two years. 
In 2018, AfBAA will again stage events 
ahead of  the biennial African Aerospace 
& Defence (AAD) show, which will 
be near Pretoria (September 19-21, 
2018). Fahmy said AfBAA has a “cor-
dial” working relationship with AAD 
co-organizer CAASA (Civil Aviation 
Association of  Southern Africa), and 
wouldn’t hold the AfBAA Expo again 
until 2019, and every two years alternat-
ing with AAD after that.

Meanwhile Fahmy told AIN (in late 
April) that by EBACE 2017, there could 
be a resolution as to which association 
officially represents North Africa, with 
IBAC acting as moderator between 
AfBAA and MEBAA (which now stands 
for the Middle East & North Africa 
Business Aviation Association). 

Here at EBACE, AfBAA is holding 
an Access Africa seminar for one hour 
today [Monday]. “EBACE is like coming 
home for us,” said Fahmy, reflecting on its 
fifth anniversary. “Access Africa will take 
place on Monday at EBACE, 12:30-to-
13:30,” he noted, the focus being on bet-
ter educating EBACE attendees about the 
African market.

Also, AfBAA has signed MoUs with 
AATO (the Association of  African 
Aviation Training Organizations) 
and JAATO (Europe’s JAA Training 
Organisation). Training is a big focus, 
alongside safety, said Fahmy, while he 
admitted that the association is not yet 
tackling broader issues full-on. “We [the 

AfBAA board] decided it was not time to 
handle issues such as the gray market and 
aviation’s environmental impact in Africa, 
as the fundamentals are not even there at 
the governmental level in many countries.” 
By this he meant that business aviation is 
not understood at all in many of Africa’s 
54 countries.

This is why AfBAA’s main decision 
at last November’s AfBAC event was to 
focus more on educating regulators and 
politicians on how business aviation dif-

fered from scheduled air 
transport. “In Ethiopia we 
are planning a ‘Business 
Aviation 101’ for civil avi-
ation officials, to say we 
fly too, but we do it dif-
ferently,” said Fahmy. The 
date for that event has not 
been set yet, but it is being 
organized in collaboration 
with AATO/JAATO.

“Africa is 54 coun-
tries, but currently we are 
focusing on six or seven 
that represent 80-90 per-
cent of  business aviation,” 
said Fahmy. “But we are 
also active at a higher 
level and we’re building 

relations with ICAO (AFCAC) and 
IATA.”

He added that in other regions of the 
world, such as Asia, people understand 
business aviation better than in Africa. 
“We’re different than AsBAA [the Asian 
Business Aviation Association]. Even in 
Indonesia, Malaysia and definitely China 
they’re aware of  business aviation, but 
in Africa we don’t have that, with a few 
exceptions, such as Kenya. It’s a very dif-
ferent universe we’re in.”

He said AfBAA is “in discussions” 
about hosting a regional symposium soon 
focusing on Kenya. He also noted that 
links with AsBAA could be in the cards, 
given Chinese interests in Africa. “We 
have a good relationship with AsBAA, 
and we hope they’ll be at our conference 
in November.”

Fahmy said AfBAA had a member-
ship of  121 as of  late April. “We want 
to continue our growth, and we are 
restructuring our membership, which 
we will also announce at EBACE. We’re 
looking to enhance the benefits.” In 
addition he said, “Another interesting 
strategy is ‘10X in 5’ —that is, to have 
10 times its current membership within 
the next five years.”

Finally, asked about market data—
something AfBAA founding chairman 
Tarek Ragheb has been highlighting—
Fahmy said, “This is part of  the next 
strategy and is one of the most pertinent 
[items] that is high on our list to kick-start 
this year. There isn’t a single organization 
that publishes this data, so the first task is 
to find the data, working with FBOs etc. 
to build the database.”  —I.S.

Expecting a winning hand from this year’s Air Charter Expo (ACE) to be held at historic Biggin Hill Airport on 
September 12 are, left to right, ACE chairman Mark Ranger, Baltic Air Charter Association (BACA) chairman 
Richard Mumford and Biggin Hill Airport marketing manager Andy Patsalides. 

AfBAA executive director and CEO 
Rady Fahmy
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BBJ adds 
to backlog, 
showcases 
new models
by James Wynbrandt

Boeing Business Jets (BBJ, Booth M73) 
continues to add to its backlog, and 
has now received orders for seven of its 
eponymous executive configured air-
liners this year, BBJ president Greg 
Laxton announced here at EBACE. “We 
are thrilled to be off  to a really strong 
start to 2017,” said Laxton, who added, 
“There’s real demand for the full range 
of [BBJ] products,” including it’s wide-
body bizliners.

The orders include four head-of-state 
aircraft for European government cus-
tomers (three BBJ2s for Poland and one 
BBJ for the Netherlands) and three for 
undisclosed customers. The company 
also unveiled a new BBJ demonstrator, 
on view at the static display area, and 
an interior design concept for the forth-
coming BBJ Max 7, created by Alberto 
Pinto Design.

The BBJ demonstrator, completed 
by Amac Aerospace (Booth K121), 

features multiple workspaces, large din-
ing areas and ample space for rest and 
relaxation. The interior weighs 16,000 
pounds, said Charles Colburn, BBJ 
marketing director, in the mid-range 
of  the 10,000- to 21,000-pound total 
weights of  BBJ interiors.

The BBJ Max 7, compared to the cur-
rent BBJ, will offer “a more capable plat-
form, more cabin space, and a range up 

to 7,000 nautical miles, while lowering the 
cost per hour to fly,” Laxton said. But 
the Max 7 won’t be certified until 2021, 
following certification of the larger BBJ 
Max 8 (with deliveries commencing in 
2018) and Max 9. In the interim, the next 
delivery position available for the current 
generation BBJ is the fourth quarter of 
2018, while the first available slot for a 
Max is in 2021.

Boeing also announced taking 36 
orders this year for military derivative 
aircraft, including the 737-based P-8 
and the 767-based KC-46 tanker. “The 
military derivative side of  our business 
is increasingly a large segment of  our 
business,” said Laxton. “We have seen 
a sharp increase in sales in the past 
five years, and that is simply due to the 
strength of  our products.” o

Avfuel excited by European expansion, activity
by Mark Phelps

Avfuel CEO and owner Craig Sincock is 
enthused by the expansion of his com-
pany’s fuel-service coverage in Europe. 
“In the U.S., we can confidently say that 
one [business aviation] flight in three is 
touched by Avfuel,” he told AIN. “In 
Europe, our business has grown in double 
digits, partly through expansion, but also 
through increases in flying activity.” To be 
more specific, the increase in European 

uplift is 40 percent year-over-year.
Part of  the strong start to 2017 for 

Avfuel is attributed to “extended partner-
ships in key locations, new branded loca-
tions, and the addition of international 
fueling locations,” Joel Hirst, v-p of sales, 
said. “We’ve enjoyed a successful partner-
ship with Air Service Basel these past three 
years, and we’re excited to continue work-
ing together to serve the needs of Europe’s 

GA traffic around the tri-national border 
of Switzerland, France, and Germany.”

Avfuel has further stimulated its 
global sales by cultivating partnerships 
with U.S. FBOs on both coasts, attract-
ing operators arriving from across 
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. They 
include West Coast FBO company 
Castle & Cooke, which has locations in 
Van Nuys, California, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
and Everett, Washington; and ACI Jet in 
Orange County, California. On the East 
Coast, Avfuel added Rider Jet Center in 
Hagerstown, Maryland and FlightServ, of 
Trenton, New Jersey.

There are strong incentives for 
European and Asian operators to use 
Avfuel-branded or partner locations at 
both ends of their trips. Pilots are eligi-
ble for Avtrip loyalty points, and Avfuel’s 
Contract Fuel program offers reduced 
pricing for customers that commit to 
using the company’s more than 3,000 
locations worldwide. Customers also 
receive the benefits associated with the 
Avfuel Pro Card: no fees, no split trans-
actions (fuel and non-fuel items on the 
same invoice), and easy online account 
management and pricing.”

“Expanding our global footprint 
benefits both our operators and our net-
work locations,” said Jonathan Boyle, 
v-p of  contract fuel. “The stronger the 
network, the stronger the incentive for 

operators to stay within it and land on 
[network FBOs’] ramps.”

Avfuel also places emphasis on safety 
and hospitality training for its FBOs’ per-
sonnel. It recently released its new online 
Avfuel Customer Service Training (ACST) 
program. Available to all 650-plus Avfuel-
branded FBOs, it uses videos, download-
able course materials and online quizzes.

Besides the obvious training in safe 
and efficient aircraft handling and fuel-
ing operations (18 modules), Avfuel’s 
ACST program coaches its employees in 
“fostering a culture of care, some key ser-
vice essentials, and how to truly amaze and 
wow their customers.”

“The ACTS is a cost-effective, easy-to-
use system ideal for both new and recur-
rent training needs,” said Buffey Muth, 
Avfuel marketing manager. “When it 
comes down to it, fuel is fuel. What cus-
tomers remember most—and what keeps 
them coming back—is the experience they 
receive from an FBO, driven by the oper-
ation’s level of service. This program is 
meant to help foster customer retention.”

The courses are said to be user friendly, 
requiring little or no management on the 
part of the FBO. Staff members can take 
courses as their time permits.

At the Avfuel booth, EBACE visitors 
can meet with Sincock and other execu-
tives from the main office in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, as well as representatives from 
partners Air Service Basel, Banyan Flight 
Service, Castle & Cooke Aviation, Fargo 
(North Dakota) Jet Center, Premier Jet 
Center, Sheltair and SouthAir to discuss 
their international fueling needs. o

It just looks like a next-generation 737. It’s 
actually a Boeing Business Jet, and if you 
ordered one today, it’ll be late next year 
before the company can deliver it, and 
maybe another year or so before it can be 
completed to the standards shown below.

LET’S MAKE A DEAL
While it’s too soon to tally up the new aircraft sales at EBACE 2017, we have it on good 
authority that Gulfstream will not take a Cirrus SR22T as an even trade for a G550.
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Business Jet Traveler serves end users
The company that publishes 
EBACE Convention News also 
produces Business Jet Traveler, 
which has been helping sub-
scribers maximize their invest-
ment in private aviation since 
2003. The magazine publishes 

six regular bimonthly print 
editions per year, plus annual 
Buyers’ Guides in China (April) 
and the U.S. (July), but you don’t 
have to wait for snail-mail deliv-
ery to read them. You can find 
everything from these issues on 

the publication’s recently rede-
signed website, bjtonline.com, 
which also includes videos and 
an interactive aircraft guide.

Issued by the same team 
that has produced the industry-
leading Aviation International 

News for more than four decades, 
BJT offers unbiased reviews of 
new and used aircraft; advice 
about buying and selling jets; and 
information about taxes, laws, 
financing, safety, maintenance, 
insurance, and more. It also fea-
tures articles about luxury autos, 
vacation destinations, and other 
leisure pursuits, plus interviews 
with luminaries ranging from film 

director Francis Ford Coppola 
and master chef Wolfgang Puck 
to magicians Penn and Teller 
and entrepreneur Sir Richard 
Branson. It’s a blend of content 
you can’t quite find in any other 
magazine anywhere in the world.

Upcoming issues will contain 
several particularly noteworthy 
features.

In June, BJT will offer the 
6th annual edition of its popu-
lar Book of Lists, a compendium 
of fascinating and useful info for 
business jet travelers. 

In July, the magazine will pub-
lish the 10th annual edition of 
its award-winning U.S. Buyers’ 
Guide. This guide features the BJT 
Yellow Pages, which includes list-
ings of air charter, jet card, and 
fractional-share providers; aircraft 
brokers; aircraft financial insti-
tutions; aircraft manufacturers; 
business aviation caterers; cabin-
electronics manufacturers; com-
pletion and refurbishment centers; 
hull and liability-insurance bro-
kers; and more.

In October, BJT will deliver 
the results of its latest exhaus-
tive Readers’ Choice poll, which 
will include subscribers’ ratings 
of aircraft, airframers, and ser-
vice providers.

BJT ’s high editorial stan-
dards have earned it 48 jour-
nalism awards. In the annual 
competition sponsored by the 
American Society of  Business 
Publication Editors, the publi-
cation has won 22 times and has 
twice been named to a list of the 
best business magazines in the 
U.S. BJT has also received 13 
esteemed Folio: Eddie awards, 
including five in the Best Travel 
Magazine category.

The publication and its 
staff  have garnered addition-
al awards from the National 
Business Aviation Association; 
the American Society of Jour-
nalists and Authors, Helicopter 
Association International, the 
North American Travel Jour-
nalist Association, and the Na-
tional Air Transportation As-
sociation. And BJT has had 
winners in the Aerospace Jour-
nalist of the Year competition, 
the Aerospace Media Awards, 
and the Sapphire Pegasus Busi-
ness Aviation Awards. o
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and leveraging the global resources we 
have available to us by being part of the 
Universal network. Because our global 
team shares information and resources, we 
are able to deliver a highly personal and 
customized experience.”

On average, Universal Aviation’s han-
dling team at Stansted have served for 10 
years. “I believe we are judged as a whole so 
each player needs to give it their all. When 
our customers give us feedback on our ser-
vice they are considering everything from 
the time they call the handling request in to 
the timeliness and accuracy of the invoice. 
Every team member here is a big cog in the 
machine,” concluded Raftery.

Over on the other side of Stansted 
Airport, which is some 40 miles north east of 
central London, XJet London (Booth E11) 
recently completed a $2 million renovation 
and expansion of its FBO in the 94,000-
sq-ft Diamond Hangar, where it has been 
since November 2014. The company is part 
of a U.S. based group that also has FBOs at 
Denver’s Centennial Airport and in Dubai.

Interior designer Katherine Pooley was 
commissioned to develop facilities that 
now feature a pair of VIP “Majlis” suites 
that the company says would be suitable to 
accommodate heads of state and groups of 
up to 20 people. The location also now fea-
tures private en suite bathrooms, complete 
with showers and a changing room.

Also upgraded is the FBO’s bar, which 
is now equipped to serve espresso coffee 
and cocktails. The XJet team has received 
barista training to use the new Tchibo 
espresso machine.

The new conference room features a cus-
tom-designed, 12-seat table made from the 
cowling of a Boeing 737 engine. This room 
also offers a video monitor with USB and 
HDMI links to allow customers to show 
presentations during meetings.

The expansion also has made room 
for a dedicated check-in area suitable for 
larger groups of passengers, and this also 
offers on-site security screening. There is 
now more space for luggage in the facil-
ity and the main lobby features Sony’s 
Virtual Reality Headset and Playstation 
games console.

Out on the ramp, XJet has a full array of 
ground support equipment and is equipped 
to support aircraft up to the size of a Boeing 
747. According to the company, passengers 
arriving on international flights can be on 
their way in either a limousine or helicop-
ter in just 13 minutes.

The company is now upgrading its IT 
capability to facilitate the payment pro-
cess using contactless iPads that will allow 
payments to be processed on board cus-
tomer aircraft. WiFi service at the location 
has been boosted to improve connectivity, 
including on aircraft parked on the ramp.

Next on the list for an upgrade at XJet 
Stansted is the crew room, with custom-
ers having been extensively consulted as to 
their preferences. Crew can also make use 
of XJet’s fleet of Tesla S electric cars.

Overall, the company occupies 111,000 
sq ft at the site, including 17,000 sq ft of 
lounge space. The ramp space is sufficient 
to take a pair of 747s simultaneously, which 
is just as well since VIP-configured exam-
ples of the Airbus A340, the Boeing 767 
and a BBJ are all based at the FBO.

During the third quarter of 2016, XJet 
expanded its “flight support concierge” 
and “line ambassador” teams in London in 
response to rising traffic volumes. Around 
mid-2017, the company expects to increase 
the size of its UK management team. The 
FBO, which expects to complete IS-BAH 
certification by this summer, has seen an 
increase in bookings to support larger 
group charters and offers these customers 
their own security screening arrangements.

According to XJet, its approach to 
recruiting and training staff is a key service 
differentiator. “Our dedicated and loyal part-
ners are what makes XJet a premium prod-
uct,” said CEO and founder Josh Stewart. 
“They are the ones who sell our philosophy 
by being the best versions of ourselves all the 
time, they are the ones who our clients come 
back to see again and again.”

To be designated as a “partner”, employ-
ees have to complete a 90-day training pro-
gram and follow a metric system that sets 

performance indicators based on complet-
ing projects and setting tasks. “The part-
ners are key to their own development in 
our fast-growing organization, and we love 
to see them surprise us with some amaz-
ing results.”

Italy’s Eccelsa Aviation, serving the 
resort region of Costa Smeralda on the 
Mediterranean island of Sardinia, has been 
operating its current facility since June 2009. 
The FBO’s private owners have continued to 
invest in ongoing improvements in the 48,400-
sq-ft terminal building, such as an upgrade 
of the bar and coffee shop, which has been 
transformed into a restaurant serving excel-
lent local dishes. For flight crew, there is now 
a separate lounge area where they have dedi-
cated computer equipment and printers. This 
year, it will install LED lighting in the termi-
nal building, which will reduce the environ-
mental impact of the facility with 70 percent 
lower energy consumption.

The terminal building also offers an 
attractive array of specialist stores, sell-
ing items such as eyeglasses, high-end 
clothes, gourmet food and wines, furni-
ture and jewelry. During the summer of 
2017, the aircraft registry of San Marino 
and Bombardier both intend to run tempo-
rary sales offices in the facility—an indica-
tion of the clientele who frequent the FBO. 
During the summer season, helicopter shut-
tle services are available.

Meanwhile, access to Olbia Costa 
Smeralda Airport itself is to be improved 
with the runway being extended by 837 feet 
to 8,858 feet so that it can introduce unlim-
ited Category E operations when the work 
is complete in 2019. Ramp space dedicated 
to private aviation also is due to be extended 
by almost a third to 1.1 million square feet. 
There is hangar accommodation for up to 
three Airbus Corporate Jetliners simultane-
ously and a large canopy that allows pas-
sengers to board directly from the terminal.

According to Eccelsa general manager 
Francesco Cossu, the FBO experienced 
nine percent growth in traffic in 2016. 
Recent years have also seen a progressive 
increase in the average size of aircraft sup-
ported. The operation, which employs 
some 45 people during the peak summer 
season, is about to begin the IS-BAH cer-
tification process.

Like all top-notch FBOs, Eccelsa 
places a very strong emphasis on service 
to meet the expectations of  demanding 

customers. A particular challenge of its 
location is the seasonal nature of the busi-
ness, meaning that, for the most part, it 
can only offer jobs spanning between four 
and six months of the year. But Eccelsa 
has made a virtue out of  a necessity in 
developing people with the right core 
skills (including English language) and by 
placing a strong emphasis on customer-
focus, problem solving and working col-
laboratively as a team.

“Above all, we try to teach the culture 
of passion for what we do,” commented 
Cossu. “You see, assuming that the techni-
cal and operational preparation is optimal 
for all, passion for what we do is the real 
spark that makes the difference between a 
very good employee and an excellent com-
pany member.”

In this regards, Cossu commonly 
reminds his team of a key teaching of the 
Greek philosopher Aristotle: “Pleasure in 
the job, put perfection in the work.”

Meanwhile, in the Swiss city Geneva, 
which continues to be one of Europe’s most 
popular destinations for business aircraft, 
TAG Aviation (Booth W36) has a policy 
of modernizing its 7,000 sq ft FBO every 
two years. The latest improvements include 
a refurbished front desk and the addition 
of iPads for the use of pilots in the crew 
lounge. The company is set to replace its 
passenger transportation cars.

TAG’s facility, which is part of Geneva 
International Airport’s C3 private aviation 
terminal, includes three VIP lounges fully 
equipped with WiFi, printers, charging 
docks, satellite TV, snacks and beverages. 
The crew has workstations for flight plan-
ning and there is also a separate snooze 
room. The FBO also offers a meeting 
room that is equipped to host video con-
ferences, as well as a kitchen and a sepa-
rate area for crew baggage.

The FBO has been open for 28 years 
and operates with 35 staff from 6 a.m. to 
10 p.m. (with extensions until midnight pos-
sible). The facility has been IS-BAH certi-
fied since last year.

According to TAG Aviation Geneva han-
dling manager Erturk Yildiz, the company 
provides all employees with a minimum of 
two months of training, including two weeks 
of theory in the classroom, two weeks of 
practical training on service methods and 
four weeks of comprehensive on-the-job 
training. At the end of this process, TAG 
staff take an exam before they are permit-
ted to operate alone.

“The recruitment process is very 
important,” said Yildiz. “If  we don’t 
recruit the right service- and customer-
oriented people we will be continuously 
busy resolving problems created by them. 
We’re looking to reach an excellent level 
of  service because our competitors can 
provide ‘good’ or ‘very good’.” o

Universal Aviation FBO TAG Aviation Geneva

XJet London

AIN’s top-ranked FBOs
uContinued from page 8
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NEWS CLIPS
z Signature Boosts TailWins Points in EMEA
Signature Flight Support (Booth D88) has enhanced the 
benefits for members of its Signature Status loyalty program 
by offering bonus TailWins points when they visit Signature 
FBOs in the EMEA region.

Platinum-level members will receive 10X points multipliers on 
purchases at any Signature Flight Support location in Europe or 
Africa, while Gold members will receive 5X the points.

Under the TailWins program, points, which may be 
earned and redeemed in real time, can be exchanged for 
cash equivalent gift cards or virtual Visa cards. Platinum 
status members have access to additional amenities such 
as dedicated lounges at the service provider’s London Luton 
and London Biggin Hill locations, and dedicated fuel trucks 
at Milan Linate and Venice Marco Polo Airports to expedite 
fueling services.

Signature Status members also receive fuel discounts at 
the BBA Aviation subsidiary’s locations in Europe and Africa 
commensurate with their status level.

z Rolls-Royce Buttresses CorporateCare Service
Rolls-Royce (Booth B09) announced on Monday it has further 
expanded the network of authorized service centers (ASCs) 
supporting its CorporateCare program. The engine maker 
now has a total of 72 ASCs worldwide. The network includes 
on-wing services specialists, dedicated to servicing engines 
without removal whenever possible.

The four most recent additions to the ASC network 
include Lufthansa Bombardier Aviation Services in Berlin; 
TAG Farnborough Engineering in Farnborough, UK; Embraer 
Aviation International at Paris Le Bourget Airport; and Jet 
Aviation Vnukovo in Moscow.

“Collaborating with the world’s most experienced 
maintenance providers ensures industry-leading service levels 
for our growing global customer base,” said Andy Robinson, 
deputy senior v-p services, civil aerospace, and v-p of 
services, business aviation. For the full article on Rolls-Royce 
CorporateCare, see Page 8 of yesterday’s issue of EBACE 
Convention News.

z Luxaviation Group Names Sally Jones CFO
Luxaviation Group (Booth T70) has appointed Sally Jones as 
CFO. Jones began her career with Reuters in the internal audit 
department and transferred to Reuters Switzerland in 1998. 
She joined ExecuJet Group as the group finance manager 
in 2007 and was responsible for group reporting. By 2012, 
Jones became the group finance director and joined the group 
management committee before becoming CFO in 2015. In this 
role, she analyzed ExecuJet’s business plans while obtaining 
financing for new acquisitions. Jones most recently acted 
as finance director for the Americas and human resources 
director for the ExecuJet Group.

z JetSupport, Academy 147 Offer Falcon Training
JetSupport (Booth C58) and Academy 147 announced they 
are offering specialized training courses on the Dassault 
Falcon 7X, 2000, and 900 series. As a maintenance training 
organization, Academy 147 now offers EASA Part 147 
theoretical and practical training courses that can be 
scheduled in Amsterdam. Customers have already signed up 
for courses on the Falcon 2000EX EASy, Falcon 900 EASy, and 
Falcon 7X/8X.

“Our cooperation will allow for a one-stop solution to 
training and will help operators and maintenance organizations 
streamline their training procedures,” said Andy Trinchero, 
Academy 147’s accountable manager. “It will create a 
convenient and cost-effective solution for training on Dassault 
Falcon aircraft, offering a European- and EASA-centered 
approach to Part 147 maintenance training. I believe that 
through this agreement, we are well positioned to deliver 
product knowledge and support and help make technical type 
training more accessible in Europe.”
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Universal Weather’s uvGo 
soon available for iPhone
by Matt Thurber

Two years after launching its 
uvGo mission-management sys-
tem, Universal Weather and 
Aviation has unveiled an iPhone 
version of the mobile app that 
provides access to uvGo. The 
newest version will be available 
this summer; customers have 

been able to access uvGo using 
Universal’s iPad app and via the 
web. The iOS version is a native 
app and thus capable of storing 
information on the mobile device, 
which facilitates offline access to 
the information. 

The uvGo app provides trip 

information for Universal custom-
ers, including flight plans, world-
wide weather, service confirma-
tions, airport and FBO details, fuel 
pricing for UVair providers, and 
access to the Satcom Direct Flight-
Deck Freedom datalink system. 

Demonstrations of uvGo are 
available at Universal Weather’s 
EBACE booth (X88). Customers 
of  the company’s trip support 
services, the UVair fueling card, 
or with a Universal DIY online 
flight planning subscription have 
access to the uvGo app. o

Time Air launches aircraft 
management program
by Samantha Cartaino

Fleet operator Time Air an-
nounced the launch of an air-
craft management program 
called Greytscale. The program, 
which features a charter reve-
nue component, gives new own-
ers access to their own aircraft at 
a lower total cost of ownership 
than comparable jets on the mar-
ket, according to the company.

Cost savings from Time Air’s 
Nextant 400XTi fleet has been 
proven over five years because 

of  the 400XTi’s value and the 
company’s ability to generate 
charter demand when the owner 
is not flying.

“The Greytscale program 
makes aircraft ownership sim-
ple, accessible, and cost effective,” 
said Time Air managing director 
Martin Pražský. “We have flown 
over 8,300 hours on our Nextant 
fleet and will soon accept deliv-
ery of our fifth 400XTi. Its 3,700 
km range, best-in-class operating 

costs, and roomy cabin make it 
the ideal launch platform for the 
Greytscale program.”

Time Air, which operates 
Europe’s largest 400XTi fleet, 
is displaying one of  its 400XTis 
in Greytscale livery at the 
Nextant Aerospace static dis-
play (SD18). o

Time Air’s Martin Pražský

THE LATEST IN WINGLET DESIGN

Boeing’s most recent take on winglets is the 
Split Scimitar concept, which delivers up 
to two-percent fuel savings. Developed by 
Aviation Partners Boeing and offered for ret-
rofit by Aviation Partners (Booth Y40), this 
one is mounted on a Boeing Business Jet at 
the EBACE static display.

The uvGo app includes a wide 
range of flight data and planning 
functions, and provides access to 
Satcom Direct’s datalink services.



London Southend adds 
Stobart Executive FBO
by Kerry Lynch

London Southend Airport is add-
ing a new FBO, Stobart Executive 
Jet Center (Booth V118), along 
with accommodations for a cen-
tral London helicopter transfer, 
the airport announced this week 
at EBACE. To be led by man-
aging director Steve Grimes, the 
upgraded Stobart facility will pro-
vide a full range of FBO services 
and have access to immigration 
and customs pre-clearance.

Under a partnership with 
Apollo Air Services, the FBO 
offers helicopter transfers to 
Canary Wharf  or Battersea 
Heliport aboard Leonardo 
AW109 GrandNew helicopters. 
Car services and boat transfers are 
also offered. The transfer service 
enables passengers to reach cen-
tral London in 10 minutes from 
London Southend.

The FBO’s services include 
24-hour surveillance and security, 
private security clearance, a large 
meeting room with video con-
ference facilities, complimentary 

refreshments and Wi-Fi, cater-
ing and shuttle service. A range 
of line, handling and hangarage 
services also are offered.

“There is little doubt in my 
mind, with the formidable capac-
ity issues in the UK’s southeast 
airspace, and the level of service 
and facilities we offer, that we are 
perfectly positioned to become a 
serious player in the London mar-
ket,” said Stobart Group CEO 
Warwick Brady. “Beyond that, 
our newly launched Executive 
Jet Centre, complete with com-
prehensive FBO facilities, fully 
serviced executive lounge, and a 
new helicopter transfer partner-
ship with Apollo, make us the 
wise choice.”

The additional services are 
part of an effort by the airport 
to expand and attract operations 
in the London area. The airport 
notes it has no slot restrictions 
and offers better departure routes 
outside of London airspace, pro-
viding shorter flight times. o
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EBAA service and safety 
award winners named
by Mark Phelps

EBAA honored two supporters 
of business aviation with its 2017 
European Business Aviation 
Awards on Monday. The honors 
went to Marian-Jean Marinescu, 
member of  the European 
Parliament from Romania, and 
Carlo des Dorides, executive 
director of the European Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems 
Agency (GSA).

Marinescu was recognized 
for his contributions in “pro-
moting the interests of  busi-
ness aviation in the European 
Parliament,” said EBAA CEO 
Brandon Mitchener, adding, 
“Mr. Marinescu helped to make 
the EBAA’s ‘Meet your MEP’ 
campaign a reality by host-
ing an insightful discussion 

with some of  our Romanian 
members in his hometown of 
Craiova.” Marinescu is a mem-
ber of the European Parliament’s 
Transport Committee.

Des Dorides was honored 
as a strong supporter of EBAA 
in its talks with the European 
commission, contributing key 
input to EBAA’s position paper 
on EGNOS. Mitchener said, 
“As executive director of  the 
GSA, Mr. des Dorides sets the 
vision of the agency and ensures 
Europe’s satellite navigation sys-
tems are effectively operated, 
well maintained and secure.” He 
has nearly three decades of expe-
rience managing space-service 
focused teams.

EBAA also presented safety 

awards to noteworthy business 
aviation operators.

Six companies were hon-
ored. Cat Aviation received the 
Silver Safety of  Flight Award, 
bestowed for 30 years or 60,000 
hours of  accident-free opera-
tion. FAI rent-a-jet won the 
Gold Award for 40 years or 
80,000 hours of  unblemished 
safety of  flight. PrivatAir 
took the Platinum level safety 
award, having recorded at least 
50 years or 100,000 hours of 
accident-free flying.

Three companies took 
Diamond Safety of Flight hon-
ors, given for more than 50 years 
or 100,000 hours of safe aviating. 
They were DC Aviation, Flying 
Group and Gama Aviation.

EBAA president Brian 
Humphries said, “By follow-
ing safety best practices and 
achieving accident-free oper-
ations, these companies have 
proven to be admirable safety 
standard-bearers for the busi-
ness aviation industry.” o

Two winners of EBAA awards named in an event Monday at EBACE 2017 are Marian-Jean Marinescu, a Romanian member of the 
European Parliament (l), and Carlo des Dorides, executive director of the European Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency (GSA).

BIG SKY, BIG SCREEN

Honda Aircraft’s large-screen video of the company’s HondaJet is ideal 
for those who need to step away from the exhibit floor for a few moments.
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VICTOR’S CHARTER BOOKING SERVICE GETS HIGH MARKS

Charter marketplace Victor ranked 113th on the 
FT1000, a new Financial Times poll of Europe’s 
growing aviation businesses. According to the 
company, this ranking reflects travelers’ require-
ments for “on-demand charter” as Victor’s rev-
enue has increased 945 percent over a four-year 
period. Victor was also named number 15 in the 
2016 Sunday Times Heathrow Export Track 100, 
number 20 in the 2016 Sunday Times Hiscox Tech 
Track 100, and it won the internet category at the 
Deloitte U.K. Tech Fast 50 Awards.

“A commitment to transparency, tech and 
world class customer support continues to drive 
Victor’s major growth and disruption of the pri-
vate jet industry,” said Victor CEO and founder 
Clive Jackson. “Flyers are switching from jet own-
ership to on-demand, pay-as-you-go charter in 
the current economic climate because it allows 
them to fly more flexibly and efficiently. Fresh 
from hitting our 2016 targets, we’ve enjoyed a 
great start to 2017 and look forward to evolving 

and enhancing the Victor marketplace again over 
the coming months.”

By 2016, Victor’s average booking value 
had increased by 79 percent since its launch 
in 2011. The company recently opened a U.S. 
headquarters in New York to accommodate a 
team of 25 sourcing, flight management and 
customer service personnel. Last year, Victor 
reached its sales revenue forecast of $39 mil-
lion to $41 million.

The company’s data shows that bookings for 
long-range aircraft such as the Gulfstream IV, 
Bombardier Global 6000 and Embraer Legacy 
600 have increased 98 percent year-on-year. 
The Gulfstream IV is the top aircraft booked in 
the U.S. and the Citation Mustang was Victor’s 
most popular charter request over the past 12 
months. Victor also revealed that 82 percent of 
route pairings in 2016 were unique, which means 
that flyers are not duplicating their trips but tar-
geting different locations. —S.C.
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Women aviation leaders 
inspire others to soar
by Kerry Lynch

Helene Niedhart, CEO of 
Switzerland-based CAT Aviation, 
discovered her passion for aviation 
in 1980, when she took her first 
flight over the Grand Canyon. 
Speaking during EBACE 2017 on 
Monday, Niedhart described her 
experience of flying low just over 
the tree tops, dipping into the can-
yon, “passing the massive rocks 
very closely and [flying] like a bird 
to the top of the canyon again.”

That was the moment she 
decided to become a pilot, and 
soon showed up to her first les-
son—much to her instructor’s 
chagrin—in heels and a sun-
dress. But she quickly adapted 
her wardrobe and went on to 
earn private, multiengine, and 
ultimately air transport pilot cer-
tificates by 1987. 

But at that time in Switzerland, 
pilot jobs were not available 
to women. “I had no chance 
for a pilot position,” she said. 
Undeterred, Niedhart went to 
the U.S. to buy a Cessna 421 twin 
and brought it to Switzerland to 
start her own company, CAT 
Aviation, with CAT standing for 
Commercial Air Transportation. 
When she did this, Niedhart said, 
“pilots burst out and laughed at 
me.” But she said, “I am thank-
ful to all of them because they 
helped me and didn’t even know 
it.” It strengthened her resolve, 
and this year CAT Aviation is cel-
ebrating the 30th anniversary of 
a charter and management firm 
that operates a fleet of Dassault 
Falcon 7Xs and 2000s, along with 
a Hawker 125-800. After CAT 
Aviation became a successful 

competitor,  “no one was laugh-
ing at me anymore,” she said.

Niedhart described her story to 
attendees of the Cleared for Take 
Off: Women’s Networking Event 
held at the EBACE Inspiration 
Zone. The event provided oppor-
tunities for female industry lead-
ers to provide insight on their 
successes, inspire, offer advice, 
and elicit ideas to help expand 
the population of  women in  
the industry.

NBAA president and CEO 
Ed Bolen kicked off the event, 
saying, “We have had a number 
of very significant women who 
have helped shape and form avi-
ation in the U.S, in Europe and 
all around the world, but clearly 
it is a group that is underrepre-
sented in our ranks and it is to 
the detriment of our industry.”

Role Models
Taunya Renson-Martin, founder, 
MachMedia, echoed those senti-
ments, adding, “This is a short-
coming we must address. There 
are role models for the next gen-
eration that we want to attract,” 
and she noted the lack of interest 
from women in STEM subjects. 
“This has important implications. 
We simply cannot accept to draw 
from half the skills field.”

Renson introduced partici-
pants in the panel, saying, “These 
professionals prove that women 
can thrive [in aviation].”

Participants in the event 
highlighted the need for women 
to network and mentor to help 
build a base. Karin Muller, 
a regional director business  

development EU for Sterling-
Global Aviation Logistics, who 
has a long background with avi-
ation companies such as AAR 
and Bombardier, introduced 
the Women in Corporation 
Aviation (WCA) organization 
to attendees. Muller, a direc-
tor in the European branch of 
WCA, joined the organization 
almost two decades ago, she 
said because she “saw a great 
potential of  bringing what 

WCA is doing in the U.S. over 
to Europe.”

The event also hosted round-
table discussions in the areas of 
women at the CEO level, women 
entrepreneurs, and women pilots.

Cecile Coune, CEO of aviation 
insurer Aviabel, outlined the strug-
gles of increasing the numbers of 
women on boards of directors and 
C-level executive positions.  Coune 
noted that in the past seven years 
there has been “good progress” 
with more women joining boards, 
but said the gains have mostly 
come in non-executive, non- 
decision-making positions. Some 
of these gains have been made 
through quotas, and she said, 
“there is a lot of work to do” to 
bring up the numbers, pointing to 
an “unconscious bias.”

Coune discussed a need 
to employ best practices and 
innovative recruiting, but also 
stressed the importance of 
reaching out to other women 
and mentoring them to help fill 
middle management ranks that 
would eventually produce a pipe-
line for C-level roles.

Janine Iannarelli, founder 
of Par Avion, provided insight 
on being an entrepreneur in 
the business, noting the forti-
tude, inner strength, and posi-
tive attitude required for success. 

Another key, Iannerelli stressed, 
is “liking yourself when no one 
else does…there are moments I 
go out and believe I am the only 
one who does this.” But she also 
stressed that women cannot let 
people push them aside, noting 
she has faced that in the past as 
she built her business. She added 
that people will take note of 
those who back down as much 
as those who stand their ground.

Also, she added, women 
must work together rather than 
against each other, which still 
happens. But Iannarelli stressed 
that women should not pro-
mote other women solely based 
on gender, but push each other 
to be the best that they can be.

Carolin Freist, a pilot with 
BMW Flight Service, discussed 
her difficulties breaking into 
the field early in her career as a 
pilot, noting that women can-
didates would frequently get 
passed over. But she eventually 
worked her way up and now flies 
a Gulfstream and Falcon for 
BMW. Freist also discussed the 
importance of corporate culture, 
saying she receives strong support 
from management of BMW, and 
she underscored the need for net-
working in Europe. In the U.S., 
there is more networking, but not 
as much in Europe, she said. o

TWO PARIS-AREA AIRPORTS GET NEW APPROACH PROCEDURES

Groupe ADP (Booth Y106) manages more than just 
Paris’s Orly, Charles de Gaulle, and Le Bourget air-
ports. It is also responsible for two satellite gen-
eral aviation fields Pontoise Cormeilles (LFPT) and 
Toussus le Noble (LFPN). Both are receiving new 
approaches, satellite-based procedures at LFPN, and 
a new ground-based instrument landing system (ILS) 
at Pontoise Cormeilles. ADP is promoting them as 
alternative access to the city for users of general avia-
tion aircraft. Pontoise Cormeilles is a 54-kilometer (34 
miles) drive to Paris, and Toussus le Noble is 34 km (21 
miles) outside the city. Owing to normal traffic, it takes 
about an hour to drive to Paris from each airport.

Both airports have two runways. LFPT’s Runway 
5/23 is 1,689 meters (5,541 feet) long, and the cross-
wind Runway 12/30 is 1,650 meters (5,413 feet). 
Besides the new ILS approach, there is also a VOR-DME 
procedure available. Toussus le Noble has parallel run-
ways, 7/25L and 7/25R. Three RNAV GNSS procedures, 

including LPV, LNAV/VNAV, and LNAV approaches to 
Runway 25R, are already in service. There are also a 
pair of RNAV GNSS procedures for Runway 07L (the 
same strip as 25R). The low minimums of the satellite 
approaches are comparable to those of a full ILS, giv-
ing the airport much improved utility.

ADP said the new capabilities “make Toussus le 
Noble and Pontoise Cormeille accessible whatever the 
weather.” This makes them valuable not only as access to 
Paris, but also a boon to instrument training operations.

The new capabilities are particularly relevant 
with EASA’s newly adopted rules on allowing single-
engine-turbine operations in instrument meteorologi-
cal conditions (SET-IMC). With the new rule, turboprop 
charter flights would be eligible to fly into the two air-
ports. That would open up a potentially healthy flow 
of charter traffic bound for Paris, passengers from 
throughout Europe whose only previous alternative 
was often prohibitively slow surface travel. —M.P.
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Par Avion founder Janine Iannarelli (at podium and below), offered insights to the women’s networking event at EBACE 2017, urging 
them not to promote each other solely based on gender, but to push each other to be the best that they can be. 
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Nigerian airline woes 
open windows for bizav
by Peter Shaw-Smith

The problems in Nigeria’s com-
mercial airline sector appear to 
be creating opportunities for the 
business aviation community. 
While carriers across Africa are 
suffering from a strong dollar-
weak local currency squeeze, 
nowhere is this being felt more 
than in Nigeria. Its biggest com-
mercial airline, Arik Air, sus-
pended flights to London and 
Johannesburg in February and 
is set for further downsizing of 
its operations.

After a contraction in activ-
ity two years ago due to Nigeria’s 
economic downturn, busi-
ness aviation has been quick 
to seize its chance, albeit one 
that took some time to present 
itself. Achuzie Ezenagu, CEO of 
Nigeria’s Toucan Aviation, told 
AIN “The initial knee-jerk reac-
tion was for top clients to seek 
ways out of contractual obliga-
tions with business aviation in 
favor of the commercial airlin-
ers. Unfortunately, the commer-
cial airliners have had their fair 
share of woes too. As such, we 
are seeing our core clients look 
back to us for the all-important 
service that we provide—busi-
ness aviation.”

“The economy seems to be 
picking up as diversification 
is now the name of the game,” 
said Ezenagu, adding that he sees 
brighter prospects for 2017. “The 
Naira is strengthening and busi-
nesses seem to have adapted to 
the new economic environment. 
I anticipate that this year will end 
on a high, as new regulations are 
implemented in our monetary 
policies and unnecessary restric-
tions are removed.”

Toucan carried out a strategic 

realignment of  its business 
model recently. “Following the 
dip in the value of  the Naira, 
U.S. dollars became very scarce 
in our operating environment. 
This had a knock-on effect on 
our customers, including inter-
national oil companies,” he said.

“In response to the inability 
of  our customers to meet the 
high cost of our 13-seat Legacy 
600 for an average of six peo-
ple per flight, we invested in 
the EMB145 49-seaters. These 
planes have been ordered in our 
colors and are fully refitted. We 
will commence a daily operation 
to Port Harcourt and Abuja in 
April 2017.” He said major cli-
ent Total Exploration and 
Production had audited Toucan’s 
operations in both Nigeria and 
Europe and had expressed no 
objections to its “excellent safety 
procedures.”

“The benefits of our new ser-
vice are that we are able to pro-
vide exclusive boarding at VIP 
terminals, which gives our clients 
the privacy and efficiency they 
desire, while being able to trans-
port a larger volume of passen-
gers at a more affordable cost.”

Another relatively new 
Nigerian player, Izy Aviation, 
was incorporated in 2011. It car-
ries out worldwide charter ser-
vices on a Challenger 601 and 
a Hawker 800XP, and performs 
maintenance.

“When we started, our 
focus was on aircraft manage-
ment, and we had up to five jets 
under management at the time,” 
said Alex Izinyon II, president, 
Abuja-based Izy Air Ltd., who 
attended Aviation Africa 2017 in 
Kigali In February. “We catered 

to high-net-worth individuals, oil 
and gas companies, diplomats, 
government officials and other 
corporate bodies.” 

Shift Away from Ownership
As the market changed, the 
requirements for certain clients 
shifted away from wanting their 
own aircraft, to a preference for 
charter contracts without the 
responsibility of the asset. “We 
thereafter commenced the pro-
cess to obtain our AOC, [which 
was awarded] in December 
2015, said Izinyon. “We also 
partnered with an EASA- and 
FAA-approved MRO to sup-
port our aircraft and clients 
with line maintenance in Nigeria. 
Through these, we now carry 
out worldwide charters, aircraft 
sales, management and mainte-
nance,” he said.

“We have gone through sev-
eral jets we have operated and 
managed. But what we have 
found most efficient for us is the 
Bombardier Challenger series. It 
is popular with clients here.” The 
company seeks to attract West 
African business aviation cus-
tomers looking for aircraft pur-
chase or lease for operations out 

of  the region; worldwide char-
ters out of Lagos, Abuja, Accra, 
Abidjan, Ivory Coast and the 
whole West African region for 
flights within Africa, into the 
Middle East and Europe; and 
ground support.

Given the economic chal-
lenges facing Nigeria’s domes-
tic airlines, he said Izy has also 
seen more creative demand for 
business jets on shared charters 
to popular routes to reduce the 
cost of flying. “This is more pop-
ular with regular business flyers 
on the scheduled airlines and is 
growing fast,” said Izinyon.

New market entrant Jetseta 
was formed in 2016 as a “virtual 
airline” to utilize idle bizjet and 
helicopter capacity and began 
offering a mobile-phone-based 
booking platform for bizjet users. 
“The recession in 2015 led to an 
increase in business-jet and heli-
copter downtime, despite recur-
ring maintenance cost. These 
effects were felt all over the con-
tinent,” Harold Okwa, founder 
of Jetseta, told AIN.

“Commercial airlines [in 
Nigeria at least] experienced an 
FX crunch, as the Naira contin-
ued to lose its value. This meant 

a lot of their fleet could not be 
maintained for their routine 
checks abroad, resulting in a cut-
back in operational service, as 
fleet size reduced. This resulted 
in constant flight delays. More 
than 90 percent of flights in the 
commercial space are delayed, 
sometimes for hours,” he said.

Okwa sees an increased 
migration of  passengers from 
the scheduled-airline market 
to bizav. As aircraft utilization 
increases, this should result in 
economies of scale and scope, 
leading to lower average charter 
costs and increased competition 
among operators. The opera-
tional fleet had been shrinking, 
he said, because MRO was paid 
for in dollars, but ticketing in 
Naira. “I think it is a tough time 
for the aviation industry, and the 
nation at large,” he said.

Full Jetseta charter flights 
within Nigeria usually cost 
upwards of $10,000. One-way, 
empty-leg flights can serve cli-
ents who are not on a tight sched-
ule and cost upwards of $3,000. 
Single-seat passengers see the 
service as a “good opportunity” 
to network with like-minded fly-
ers, with prices starting at $200 
per seat. The Jetseta platform 
combines applications for pas-
sengers, and owners and oper-
ators. “In the future we aim to 
achieve greater product-market 
fit, adapting to our clients’ needs 
in different parts of  Africa,” 
Okwa said.

Asset Management Corpo-
ration of Nigeria said in late 
February that public confidence 
was gradually returning to Arik 
Air after it sacked former man-
agement and took the airline 
over. It was the only way of 
ensuring insurance premiums 
were paid on time on February 
9. It remains to be seen whether 
the airline can return to health, 
and fight off the growing busi-
ness-aviation competition. o

FALCON AVIATION OPENS HELIPORT AT DUBAI’S DWC AIRPORT

Abu Dhabi-based business aviation services, charter and aircraft management company Falcon Aviation 
inaugurated a heliport in April at its new Dubai South VIP terminal at Al Maktoum International Airport, also 
known as DWC. The heliport, situated adjacent to the company’s VIP terminal that it opened in December, 
will be run and managed by Falcon Aviation personnel.

It has space for three large executive helicopters and will be open for use on an “as required basis” with 
just two hours’ notice. Falcon envisions demand for five movements a day initially and will have two helicop-
ters available for charter, complementing its airplane and helicopter business at Al Bateen Executive Airport 
in Abu Dhabi.

The first in the region, the heliport will enable “quick and convenient” 30-minute helicopter charters 
between Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Other nearby destinations include Dubai South to Ras Al Khaimah, 45 min-
utes; to Diba, 45 minutes; to Fujairah, 40 minutes; and to Qasr Al Sarab Resort, 1 hour, 15 minutes.

Falcon Aviation is also constructing a 215,300-sq-ft (20,000-sq-m) business aviation MRO facility at 
the Dubai airport. When opened late next year, the facility will offer maintenance support for Gulfstream, 
Embraer and Bombardier jets, with accreditations expected from the UAE’s GCAA, U.S. FAA and EASA. It 
will also offer AOG support and aircraft parking.  —C.T.

Nigeria’s Izy Aviation operates this appropriately registered 
Challenger 601 on global charter service. Izy and other Nigerian 
operators are finding new markets as airlines cut back services.





route like PRnav in Europe and RNP 
[required navigation performance], which 
is part of the PBN initiative. Every major 
software change we’ve had increased the 
capability and support for the latest PBN 
requirements.” This enables those aircraft 
properly equipped for the new capabili-
ties to realize, he said, “a vast improve-
ment in how they fly their aircraft and the 
overall efficiency and capability of what 
they can do.”

Garmin
Pilots flying with Garmin integrated 
flight decks, especially the G3000/
G5000 systems in many late-model jets, 
have access to graphical displays of  effi-
ciency. For example, range rings give an 
instant view of  available range at cur-
rent power settings. And the vertical 
situation display shows wind informa-
tion delivered via Sirius XM, Garmin 
Connext via Iridium satcom or ADS-B 
in, helping pilots pick the best altitude 
while en route.

Garmin-equipped aircraft can also 
take advantage of PBN RNP procedures, 
according to avionics product manager 
Bill Stone. “PBN is much more accurate 
than ground-based navigation,” he said, 
“and it allows more efficient sequencing 
and fewer holds. This directly addresses 
the efficiency issue and reduces emissions, 
track miles and fuel burn.”

ADS-B in capabilities, while not 
mandated, will become ubiquitous as 
the world’s ANSPs incorporate ADS-B. 
“This lets ATC reduce separation,” Stone 
said. “There is technology coming, espe-
cially in larger aircraft, such as interval 
management and in-trail procedures. 
We’re doing research on that. For both 
ADS-B and PBN, the real efficiencies are 
realized when the majority of operators 
are appropriately equipped.”

Esterline CMC 
Esterline CMC’s FMS products are tar-
geted primarily at the air transport mar-
ket, although the company is seeking 
opportunities in business aviation. CMC 
FMSs feature a performance-Vnav func-
tion that offers operators an index of the 
optimal path for fuel efficiency or speed. 
In the next few years, more aircraft will 
employ the time-based element to allow 
ATC to manage reduced traffic sepa-
ration and time-based traffic flow. “It 
really helps with planning,” said Tarek 
Savanekh, production marketing man-
ager for navigation and integrated sys-
tems. “If  you know a bunch of  aircraft 
can enter the airway at this particular 
time, it helps.” 

The Sukhoi Superjet is already 
equipped with a CMC FMS with PBN 
functionality, and CMC is upgrading Air 
Transat A310s with the same capability, as 

well as Canadian military Airbuses. 
In the business aviation market, the 

opportunity is for upgrading older air-
planes with CMC’s FMS. “Our FMS is 
federated,” he said, meaning it can be 
more easily installed in older jets without 
highly integrated flight decks.

GE Aviation
Some 12,000 GE Aviation FMSs are 
flying, primarily in Boeing and Air-
bus airliners but also in military air-
craft. To help its customers improve 
efficiency, GE, in conjunction with its 
work with the FAA on the Continuous 
Lower Energy Emissions and Noise 
(Cleen) program, is developing ways 
to extract the best performance from 
a specific aircraft. “If  you look at the 
way we’ve typically managed perfor-
mance,” said Gary Thelen, FMS soft-
ware product manager, “it’s around 
establishing fixed models for aircraft 
and putting in fixed factors in the FMS 
to simplify it. But this leads to mak-
ing assumptions for the total fleet of 
that aircraft and how it’s going to oper-
ate. If  we can come up with a way to 
dynamically change the performance 
of  an individual aircraft, we can get 
significant savings from the standpoint 
of  fuel and operating cost.”

Because GE also makes turbine 
engines, it is able to connect the FMS 

and engines and monitor inputs from air-
frame sensors, then make adjustments to 
improve efficiency. “If  we can detect and 
measure those changes and reflect them 
in the performance of  the FMS, that’s 
where we get real performance benefits,” 
he said. “We’re trying to get a perfor-
mance model for that aircraft in real time, 
by incorporating weather and adjusting 
the aircraft model.”

So far GE has done this in simula-
tion by modeling real flight profiles, 
then using algorithms to see how the 
aircraft performs. “We’re currently try-
ing to get it onto an aircraft and validate 
it through flight-testing,” Thelen said. 
The simulation shows that there will be 
significant efficiency benefits, such as 
flying defined routes with smaller fuel 
reserves, greater range and lower main-
tenance costs. 

In the business aviation market, GE’s 
data concentrator network (DCN) is a 
key part of  the avionics and electronics 
installation on the Gulfstream G500 
and G600 fly-by-wire jets. Derived 
from its work on the 787 and upcom-
ing 777X, the DCN consists of  10 data 
concentrators networked together. 
The DCN significantly reduces wiring 
between electronic components, sav-
ing weight and allowing inputs from 
a variety of  devices that simply hook 
into the network.  o

Business Aviation and the Environment
uContinued from page 6 
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Leonardo delivers new 
AW109 to Mountainflyers
by Curt Epstein

Here at EBACE, Italian heli-
copter manufacturer Leonardo 
(Booth Z24) is delivering one 
VIP helicopter and signing a 
deal for another, helping fuel 
the company’s perception that 
a recovery in the VIP rotorcraft 
segment is starting. “One of  the 
things that we are gathering from 

the market is there is a significant 
demand for air-taxi and charter-
ing operations coming from dif-
ferent sides of  the world,” noted 
Manuela Barbarossa, the air-
framer’s head of  the VVIP and 
corporate segment in its com-
mercial business unit. “This is 
providing the opportunities to 

demonstrate the quality of  the 
technology we can deliver to the 
executive and corporate duties in 
the rotorcraft community.

In a ceremony yesterday, 
Moun tainflyers Helicopters Swit-
zerland accepted its first twin- 
engine helicopter, the AW109SP 
GrandNew on display at Leon-
ardo’s booth. Based at Bern Air-
port, Mountainflyers provides pi-
lot training and air-taxi service 
with a fleet of AS350 AStars, 
and it will make its first foray in-
to VIP transport with the new 
helicopter. “It’s really exciting,” 
said Nic Raz, the operator’s sales 

administrator. “It’s a new mar-
ket, it’s a beautiful helicopter 
that can deliver good service with  
good speed.”

From its base, Mountainflyers 
will provide VIP air-taxi service 
with the GrandNew throughout 
the Swiss Alps region at the rate 
of  75 CHF per minute, exclusive 
of  landing fees and other tar-
iffs. With a top cruising speed of 
more than 140 knots, that puts 
destinations such as Geneva just 
35 minutes away, Milan 45 min-
utes, Monaco one hour and 20 
minutes, and Paris a one-hour 
45-minute flight.

Capable ‘Copter
The sleek, all-black AW109SP 
marks the 20thVIP helicopter 
Leonardo has delivered to the 
Swiss market, about the same 
number it has provided to the 
country’s EMS and search-and-
rescue operators. “Switzerland is 
quite a good market for us,” said 
Barbarossa. “It helps us maintain 
our leading position in the multi-
engine helicopter globally, where 
we have over a 50 percent mar-
ket share.”

The single-pilot certified 
AW109SP can seat six in the 
cabin, plus another passenger 
in the cockpit. The GrandNew 
was the first in the light-twin 
segment to receive synthetic 
and enhanced vision capability, 
providing increased situational 

awareness and reduced pilot 
workload, “when you need to 
fly the valleys or very close to 
the mountains in zero visibil-
ity,” said Barbarossa. “This 
allows all-weather operations 
and significantly increased 
safety.” The helicopter, which 
has a base price of  approxi-
mately €5.5 million, also comes 
factory equipped with ADS-B 
out, which is expected to 
receive EASA and FAA certi-
fication next month, giving the 
helicopter NextGen capability 
three years head of  the compli-
ance mandate.

The Mountainflyers helicop-
ter is outfitted with a custom 
luxury interior, featuring a mini-
bar, cabin climate control, leather 
seating, power ports, reading 
lights, and a private cabin inter-
communication system. “You 
can have a very luxurious and 
comfortable cabin, but at the 
same time the latest technol-
ogy features embedded in terms 
of  avionics and performance,” 
Barbarossa told AIN. “We offer 
full customization capability, so 
customers are always welcome 
to come and sit down with our 
group of designers who normally 
help them out,” she said, adding 
such customization is available to 
all its customers. “It’s part of our 
offering and we do consider this 
a plus compared to what others 
normally do.” o

Celebrating Leonardo Helicopters’ delivery of an AW109SP to Mountainflyers are (l to r): Federico Valerii, head of Leonardo Helicopters’ 
Region West Europe Commercial Business Unit; Emilio Dalmasso, sr v-p Leonardo Helicopters’ Commercial Business Unit; Centaurium’s 
Daniel Borer; Mountainflyers’ CEO Christoph Graf; and Leonardo Helicopters’ Andrea Mirteto, v-p Europe Commercial Business Unit.

EBAA’s Mitchener Aims to Increase Outreach

Brandon Mitchener, the veteran journalist and communications executive 
who took the reins of the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) 
on April 3 as CEO, is hoping to elevate the association’s outreach and com-
munications efforts to regulators and the public.

He said the opportunity to join EBAA was serendipitous, since he had 
developed a desire to move into the association realm after spending 25 
years in the corporate world, leading communications in Europe with com-
panies such as Monsanto and First Solar and writing for publications such 
as The Wall Street Journal.

In those roles, he was introduced to business aviation, having the 
opportunity to fly aboard charter aircraft for assignments or when arrang-
ing a charter for a company event. Those experiences drove home the util-
ity of business aviation, he said.

Mitchener said he still has to evaluate long-term goals, but stressed: “I 
wasn’t brought in to fix things. EBAA has done many things well.” However, 
one area targeted for improvement is communications. Noting frustra-
tions he hears from members about dealing with national regulators, he 
believes EBAA must do more industry outreach. Mitchener said the associ-
ation must particularly stress the various niches of the industry. It is easy 
for regulators to dismiss jets as luxuries, but it is less easy to deny a slot, 
limit access or restrict operations of aircraft carrying donor organs or on 
key scientific missions.

He is targeting other issues that might need additional resources, such 
as Brexit, and believes that the association must also increase its focus on 
helicopters.

He also highlighted plans to hire a COO with a strong background 
in safety and operations, further strengthening the level of expertise at  
the association.� n

holographic display at GDC 
Technics that provides a glimpse 
of the company’s transportable 
holographic tool, which the com-
pany is developing for its cabin 
design work. Ruag, meanwhile, 
brought a “glowing” pod that 
demonstrates its interior acous-
tic capabilities. Also, three air-
craft mockups came to the show.

As for attendance, the show 
floors remained busy and visi-
tors appeared to be at least on 
target with expectations through 
the first two days, according to 
show organizers.

Brandon Mitchener, who 
is attending his first EBACE 
as the new CEO of  EBAA, 
echoed the sentiments, point-
ing to exhibits and attendance, 
as well as the sold-out static 
display. “We could easily sell 
more static display if  we had 
more space, but we don’t,” he 
said. “Looking at the three key 
metrics we are very pleased.”

Bertand Piccard, chairman 

and pilot of  Solar Impulse, 
kicked off EBACE this week with 
an inspiring presentation on the 
keys to achieving the impossible. 
Piccard formally opened the ses-
sion alongside Geneve Aeroport 
CEO Andre Schneider, Bolen, 
and Mitchener.

The show also held a num-
ber of  workshops and semi-
nars, including full sessions on 
the state of the industry and the 
implications of  Brexit. A key 
topic that surfaced in the state of 
the industry session, Mitchener 
noted, was the impact of online 
booking tools and how they are 
shaping the industry. The Brexit 
session underscored the uncer-
tainy surrounding the changes.

‘Sense Of Family’
Also, a networking event for 
women in aviation returned to 
this year’s EBACE, where indus-
try leaders such as CAT Aviation 
CEO Helen Niedhart shared 
their stories of success.

A number of  OEMs held 
maintenence and/or opera-
tions sessions, and the event 
showcased business aviation’s 
sustainability with jets such as 
Bombardier’s entire fleet flying 

to Geneva using biofuel. New 
aircraft models, such as the 
Airbus ACJ330neo; and part-
nerships, including a teaming 
between Nextant, Bombardier 
and Rockwell Collins on the 
Challenger 604—as well as 
one between Aerion and GE 
Aviation—were announced.

The show benefited from 
clement weather, but also from 
a belief  that European business 
aviation is returning to growth. 
This optimism stems from six 
months of  traffic growth that 
has followed a long period of 
ups and downs. Bolen, noting 
the challenges of the market over 
time, said the recent improve-
ments “helped set the table for 
a strong show.”

Mitchener, who has attended 
a number of other conventions 
and exhibitions in other indus-
tries, said that beyond “the cool 
factor of business jets and busi-
ness helicopters” and the “great 
showcase in technology…what I 
get just as much is just how small 
and close-knit the community is. 
Everyone knows everyone. There 
is a sense of family.”

The 2018 edition of EBACE 
returns to Geneva May 29-31. o

EBACE 2017 
bizav upswing
uContinued from page 1
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Chock it up to innovation; 
rethinking aircraft parking
“We have reinvented the airplane wheel 
chock,” Alpha Chocks managing direc-
tor Daniel Stieger told AIN. Stieger, who 
retired last year as the flight department 
manager at Novartis, said he saw a need 
for lighter, more compact chocks that 
could be carried aboard a business jet for 
use at airports where chocks are scarce.

“The Novartis pilots hated having to 
carry multiple sets of bulky rubber chocks 
on trips to Africa,” he said. “I knew there 
had to be a better solution.”

Once he retired, he quickly got to work 
on such a solution, and the result is a pat-
ented collapsible, forged aluminum chock 
that weighs just 1.3 kg (2.9 pounds). “A 
set of  six weighs less than one rubber 
chock,” Stieger explained.

The Series 1 Alpha Chocks can han-
dle aircraft with an mtow of  up to 55 
metric tons (121,300 pounds), meaning 
anything from light pistons to ultra-
long-range business jets. Stieger said 
that he is working on a larger Series 2 

version for airliners and bizliners.
The chock has a simple over-center 

locking system, eliminating the need for 
complicated locking mechanisms and 
making removal an easy, one-handed 
operation. Because it collapses with a pull 
of a handle, the Alpha Chock cannot get 
stuck, unlike rubber chocks that become 
wedged between the wheel and ground.

A single Series 1 chock costs CHF360 
($370), and a set of  six with a plas-
tic carrying case is priced at CHF2400 
($2,466). But the company is offering pro-
motional prices of CHF300 ($308) and 
CHF2000 ($2,055), respectively, this week 
at EBACE 2017 (at the Mototok booth 
W106). The Alpha Chocks are corro-
sion-resistant and designed for long life, 
Stieger noted. —C.T.

Two more Mustang VLJs 
for GlobeAir’s short legs
by Kerry Lynch

GlobeAir took delivery of two 
more Citation Mustangs as the 
company has begun to see a resur-
gence in demand for short legs in 
smaller aircraft from the business 
community. Founded in 2007, the 
Austria-based company has built 
a fleet of 16 Mustang very light 
jets that it flies on relatively short 
charter routes throughout Europe.

The additions of the 15th and 
16th aircraft—among the final to 
come off  the Mustang assembly 
line—were spurred by a strong 

fourth quarter for the operation 
that carried into the first quar-
ter of 2017, said GlobeAir CEO 
Bernhard Fragner. The end of 
the year and the beginning of a 
new year tend to be slower times 
for business travel, he said, but 
noted that did not hold true in 
the most recent quarters, giving 
confidence to make the move to 
add to the fleet.

The traffic has been particu-
larly stronger in Western Europe, 
Fragner said, noting that Eastern 

Europe has not quite rebounded 
as hoped. While the market glob-
ally has trended towards longer-
range and bigger aircraft, Fragner 
said he sees a “strong need in the 
entry-level segment. The segment 
is growing as business travel in 
Europe is recovering.”

GlobeAir (Booth C64) is solely 
targeting the entry-level segment 
with plans to maintain an all-
Mustang fleet. While Textron 
Aviation produced its last few 
Mustangs this month, Fragner is 
not as concerned about prospects 
for future additions, noting that a 
strong secondary market remains 
for the model. Longer-term, he 
hopes to increase the fleet to 20 
aircraft by 2020.

GlobeAir bases aircraft at 
major cities in Europe, including 

London, Paris and Nice, among 
others, using an optimizing tool 
to ensure aircraft are always avail-
able in the major locations. The 
aircraft typically carry business 
travelers on day trips, he said, 
mostly about an hour or an hour 
and a half from major cities to 
remote locations. The company 
recently reached an agreement at 
London City Airport to base a 
Mustang there.

Travelers charter the entire 
aircraft. GlobeAir in the past had 
tried per-seat scheduled options, 
Fragner said, but found custom-
ers instead wanted the flexibility 
of whole-aircraft charter.

GlobeAir has steadily built 
up operations as it sells time 
and the quality of  its service. 
“Entrepreneurs and executives 

are switching on to the idea that 
private jet charter is not just for 
the super-rich,” said Mauro De 
Rosa, chief marketing and sales 
officer. “In today’s global econ-
omy they see the value of using 
business aviation to speed up 
their deals and lift their compa-
nies to higher levels of efficiency.”

GlobeAir saw revenues jump 
19.6 percent in 2016 to €21.3 mil-
lion ($23.9 million). Its hours also 
were up, with the largest increases 
coming from cross-border reve-
nue flights from France (+19 per-
cent), the UK (+36 percent), and 
Switzerland (+5 percent).

This year is showing increased 
strength. The company logged 582 
flights in the first quarter, averag-
ing 157 flight hours per aircraft, a 
31 percent jump from last year.  o

FORECAST FOR EMBRAER’S LINEAGE: SHOWERS

Embraer Executive Jets (Booth Z36) is showcasing a two-person 
shower aboard its flagship Lineage 1000E on static display here 
at EBACE 2017, the first public showing of the new option. The 
shower has several notable features, and advantages over show-
ers in other executive aircraft, Jay Beever, Embraer’s v-p inte-
rior design, said aboard the Lineage. First, the floor, made of 
stone veneer from F/List, is completely flat, not angled, provid-
ing a better sense of stability when showering aboard an aircraft 

in flight. The aircraft’s six-foot seven-inch cabin height provides 
enough room to raise the floor, allowing water to flow over the 
sides to a drain below. An exterior window in the shower also 
gives occupants a view of the horizon, adding to their positional 
awareness and sense of stability. It has both a rainwater show-
erhead and wand, and also contains a cabinet for holding tow-
els, so bathers don’t need to step through the shower door to 
the adjoining lav to dry off, keeping them warm after a soothing 

wash. The 30-gallon dedicated shower tank provides enough 
water for 40 minutes of showering. In development for more 
than three years, the expanded shower takes no additional cabin 
space, but is instead borrowed from an unused portion of the 
baggage hold. This is the second Lineage 1000E equipped with 
a two-person shower, but the owner took immediate possession 
of the first, depriving Embraer of the chance to showcase the 
upgraded bath option until now. —J.W.

Collapsible Alpha Chocks chocks are lighter than 
rubber-based products and simple to use. They will 
be standard equipment on the Pilatus PC-24.
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SEA Prime will add 
new FBO at Malpensa
by Curt Epstein

Following its success with the 
introduction of Milano Linate 
Prime, the state-of-the-art FBO 
at Milan’s Linate Airport–parent 
company SEA Prime (Booth T64)
announced here at EBACE that 
it is ready to begin construction 
on its second location, Milano 
Malpensa Prime, which would be 
the first FBO at intercontinental 
Milano Malpensa Airport. The 
company is in the process of ren-
ovating an existing 5,000-sq-m 
(53,800-sq-ft) former commercial 
hangar, which can store aircraft 
up to a 737, and expects to begin 
offering it exclusively to busi-
ness aviation customers in July. 
Around that time it will break 
ground on an adjoining 1,400-
sq-m (15,000-sq-ft) €3 million VIP 
terminal, patterned after the styl-
ish Milano Linate Prime, which 
it expects to open early in 2018.

As a result of  this new 
development, the company’s 
FBO division has rebranded 
to Milano Prime, encompass-
ing the two locations. The new 
FBO is part of  the company’s 
investment plan, which will see 
it spend €17 million on the two 
locations by 2020.

At Linate, the company 
recently completed another han-
gar of 3,000 sq m (32,300 sq ft), 

plus 500 sq m (5,400 sq ft) of 
office space, which brings the 
location to 10 hangars totaling 
24,000 sq m (258,000 sq ft) of 
aircraft storage. The FBO had 
a busy year with approximately 
22,000 operations, making it the 
busiest business and general avi-
ation airport in Italy, and one of 
Europe’s top 10. According to 
Chiara Dorigotti, the location’s 
general manager, traffic this year 
is up 20 percent year-over-year.

Last year, the company 
announced a partnership with 
international catering provider 
Gate Group and its subsidiary 
Gategourmet Italia, which saw 
the company establish an in-
house provisioning operation and 
operate Prime Gusto, the FBO’s 
restaurant and bar. To amplify 
that relationship, Gategourmet 
has formed an agreement with 
Italian culinary media com-
pany Gambero Rosso, which 
promotes top- quality locally-
sourced Italian foods and wines. 
Those small-production artisan 
ingredients, curated by Gambero 
Rosso, will be incorporated into 
and featured in Gategourmet’s 
worldwide catering options, as 
well as those prepared onsite 
at the FBO for its business  
aviation customers.

As a tie in to the BMW 
Business Center which was 
introduced last year at Linate 
Prime, the company has intro-
duced passenger pick up ser-
vice utilizing the BMW Series 
7 sedan which lent its styling 
to the facility. Earlier this year, 

SEA Prime signed an agree-
ment with Bombardier to 
establish a new line-service sta-
tion for the airframer at Milano 
Linate airport. The facility will 
provide line service for the 
OEM’s Global, Challenger, 
and Learjet families. o
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ROME’S CIAMPINO AIRPORT 
RENOVATES GA TERMINAL

ADR, the company that manages Rome’s two 
airports, along with the Italian Civil Aviation 
Authority (ENAC), earlier this year completed 
a major one-year renovation project on the 
general aviation terminal at the “Eternal 
City’s” Ciampino–G.B. Pastine International 
Airport. Home to six FBOs–Jetex, Universal 
Aviation, Sky Services, Signature Flight 
Support, Argos/Deer Jet and Aviapartner–
the structure was given an approximately €3 
million refit inside and out, featuring natural 
materials such as steel, wood, ceramic, and 
glass, inspired by Italian and Roman themes.

On the inside, the ground floor layout 
called for the FBOs to be grouped around 
a large central passenger lounge and two 
shared meeting rooms along with commer-
cial space. The three larger FBO spaces 
incorporate their own private passen-
ger lounges. The second floor of the facil-
ity now includes four crew snooze rooms. 
Designed to incorporate energy saving fea-
tures, authorities expect the refurbished 
GA terminal to achieve U.S. Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Gold certification. —C.E.

OYONNAIR’S AVANTIS DELIVER 
98 PERCENT RELIABILITY STATS

French business, medical, and cargo trans-
portation operator Oyonnair said its fleet 
of five Piaggio Avantis have allowed it to 
increase flight hours by 50 percent since 
the aircraft entered the fleet two years ago. 
In the last year, Oyonnair has logged 3,000 
hours in the turboprop twins, with a 98 per-
cent availability rate.

All four of Oyonnair’s Avanti IIs fea-
ture a flexible aircraft configuration, 
allowing for one stretcher and five pas-
sengers or two stretchers and three 
passengers. The fleet also includes spe-
cialized medical equipment, such as a 
medical oxygen system and an electrical 
power supply with capacity for incuba-
tors or cargo transportation.

“The strategic decision to choose 
Piaggio Aerospace is paying dividends,” 
said Nathalie Chaillou, a base manager 
and pilot at Oyonnair. “Thanks to the 
Avanti’s cabin, combined with the air-
craft’s performance, low fuel consump-
tion, and customer support, Oyonnair has 
managed to increase its market share in 
medevac transportation.”  —C.T.

Top (left to right): Giulio De Metrio, CEO 
of SEA Milano, Chiara Dorigotti general 
manager SEA Prime, and Silvio Canettoli 
of Gate Gourmet Italia celebrate business 
together with a glass of Pico Maccario 
wine on the exhibit floor. SEA Prime’s 
Linate Airport facility (bottom photos) 
will soon be joined by a second FBO at 
the city’s other airport, Malpensa. 
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The general aviation terminal building at Rome’s Ciampino Airport got an interior and exterior 
facelift. The facility is shared by several FBOs and business aviation service providers.
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